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ARCHITECTURE IN THE NORTHERN PLAINS AREAS

The Northern Plains area consists of that portion of the Yucatan

Peninsula which is situated north of the Sierra de Tieul and

northwest of the Sierra de Bolonchen. As Isphording (1975) has

shown, this large area is made up of three distinct physiographic

subdividions which include: 1) the Coastal Beach and Supra Zone;

2) the Northwestern Coastal Plain; and 3) the Northeastern Coastal

Plain (fig. 1). These three zones differ considerably from one

another in terms of rainfall, elevation, topography, soils, karst

features and other weathering phenomena and structural

development. The extent to which these natural subdivisions

influenced the course of cultural development within the larger

combined area is still to be determined but considerable progress

has been made in this direction over the past 20-25 years.

During this period, a number of investigators have reported on a

variety "of topics involving the Northern Plains including

settlement patterns, fortifications, ceramics, salt collection and

distribution, inter-site sacbeob, agriculture, trade routes, political

and cultural domains, and architecture, which have provided new

data and insights in regard to the history of this area in relation

to environmental factors. These studies have been reviewed in

some detail by Andrews and Robles (1986: 53-97) and need not be

repeated here. One of the more surprising developments turned

up in these studies is the clear indication of exceptionally large-

concentrations of population in the Northwestern Coastal Plains

zone which is known to be a marginal agricultural area. Another

surprise is the extent to which Coba's cultural history differs

from that in western and north-central Yucatan.

In spite of the above advances, the archaeological record

for the three Northern Plains subdivisions with reference to

architecture is woefully inadequate even though hundreds of

archaeological sites in these areas have been recorded in the

Archaeological Atlas of Yucatan (Garza and Kurjack, 1980), and

more are being recorded with each passing year. This rather

appaling situation is due in part to selective reconnaisance which

has left some areas relatively unexplored (at ground level) and to

even more selective field investigations which have been

concentrated at a few scattered sites such as Chichen Itza,

Culuba, Mayapan, Dzibilchaltun, Izamal, Ake, Coba, Chacchob, Cuca,

Acanceh, and Chunchucmil, where varying numbers of partly

standing (some restored) buildings can be found. Many of the

sites shown, particularly those near towns or haciendas, have

been partially, or almost totally, destroyed over the past 400

years in the never ending quest of both Colonial and modern
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builders to secure ready-made materials for building and roads

(Roys, 1952). In some instances, modern towns and cities have

been built on the same sites that were formerly occupied by

ancient Maya settlements and the latter have largely disappeared

in the process. The majority of the other sites shown in the

Atlas of Yucatan are represented only by amorphous mounds and

have received only cursory attention. The net result of these

combined factors is a biased data base which has made

comprehensive architectural studies on a regional, or sub-regional,

basis extremely difficult and what little architectural data we do

have from all parts of the Northern Plains is summarized in

Appendix 1 and shown in tabular form in Table 1.
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Table 1 . Northern Plains Areas: sites with early and/or florescent architectural remains

ATLAS CODE RANK

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES debris

only

meg.

stonew'k

PRINCIPAL

SITE NAME EP/I EP/II P/F M/F OTHER REFERENCES

Acanceh !6Qd(7):11 III X X X ES. EWA/IV. CFA

Ake !6Qd(8):2 II X? X X X LR EMS

Balancanche 16Qd(9):23 IV X X EWA/IV

Calotmul !6Qd(11):8 III X X CYB/53

Caucel 16QdO):18 IV X X CYB/50

Coba ? 1

reg. 6

E. Coast HEDP, WF# ABC, CFA

Cuca 16Qd(7):6 IV X X EWA7IV, DW

Culuba l6Qe(4):1 III X X? E. Coast EWA/IV, EWA/V, CFA

Colonia Yucatan ? IV? X X WRC

Chacchob 16Qd(11):1 Ill X HEDP 6 CS, DW

Chichen Itza 16Qd(9):1 1 X X ES, KR, AT, CFA

Chunchucmil 16Qf(9):1 II X X? EK, DV

Chumul l6Qd(7):175 IV X X HEDP 6 GS

Dzan 16Qd(10):7 IV X X? RR, CWB

Dzibilchaltun 16Qd(4):1 II X X X Dec? EWA/IV, EK, EWA/V

Dzilam 16Qd(5):25 II X? X JLS, RR

Dzonot Ake 16Qe(4):3 IV X? X X RR, DW

Ek Balam 16Qd(9):17 II X X E. Coasl DC, SCM, CFA

Halakal 16Qd(9}:65 IV X KR, SCM

Ichmul 16Qd(12):1 III X X CYB/53

Ikil 16Qd(8M III X X X EWA/IV CS

Izamal 16Qd(8):1 1 X X .' X JLS, DC, WHH

Kizil !6Qd(7):118 IV X? X X LR 6 EMS

Mayapan 16Qd(7):2 II X? Dec. HEDP, TP, GWB

Okop
7 II Reg.? Reg. E. Coas HEDP, RW

San Antonio 16Qd(7):246 IV X X CYB/50

Santa Barbara !6Qf(9):12 IV? X KHM

Siho 16Qf(12):1 Ill X? X X JLS

Sihunchen l6Qd(7):113 IV X EWA/IV

Tehuitz 16Qd(7):17 III X X CYB/50

Tepich 16Qd(7):13 IV X X CYB/50

T'ho 16Qd(7):1 ! X X? RR, BL

Tzeme 15Qf(9):27 III X X X EWA/IV, CYB/41

Tzits 16Qd(H):21 III X TM, GFA



ARCHITECTURE AND SUB-CULTURAL AREAS

The earliest effort to examine the architecture of the Northern

Plains areas in a comprehensive way was made by E.W. Andrews IV

(1942: 257-63). At that time Andrews suggested that cultural

remains in the northern plains areas (architecture, art, ceramics)

could be divided into three periods. In this schema, the

architecture of the first period is characterized by vaulted

masonry buildings with walls of large, crudely faced blocks, vaults

of flat, unprepared corbeled slabs, and the absence of carved

stone facade decoration. Rough wall and vault faces were

smoothed by a thick coat of stucco, which was also used in the

execution of elaborate reliefs in the upper facade zones.

During the second period, a drastic change in architecture

took place wherein the block-wall and slab-vaults of the first

period were replaced with veneer-over-concrete construction in

which walls were faced with a thin veneer of finely cut stone over

a concrete hearting and vaults were made of concrete, faced with

specialized wedge and boot-shaped stones. The stucco facades of

the earlier period were replaced by elaborate panels of carved

stone mosaic. During the so-called Mexican period at Chichen Itza,

a number of architectural innovations were introduced such as a

battered lower wall zone, interior columns, and prominent use of

serpent columns and stairway balustrades, but the basic veneer-

over-concrete construction remained unchanged until the

abandonment of the site.

The third period began about the middle of the 14th

centrury when veneer-type construction was abandoned in favor

of the use of uncut, rough blocks and vaults made of crude

masonry, or as an alternate, flat roofs made with beams-and-

mortar. Architectural forms also change with the introduction of

the small "shrine" and the colonnaded "palace" (Toltec-Chichen)

takes on a new form (Mayapan, East Coast). These changes

persisted until the arrival of the Spaniards in the 16th century.

A few years later, J. Eric Thompson (1945) outlined a series

of cultural periods similar to those proposed by Andrews IV in

1942 but applied them to a larger area which included all sectors

of what are now called the northern Maya lowlands, with the

exception of the Rio Bee region which he included in a "Central

Area" to the south. Thompson's periods included: 1) Formative

period (prior to A.D. 320); 2) the Initial Series period (A.D. 320-

900); 3) The Mexican period (A.D. 987-1204); and 4) the Mexican

Absorption period (A.D. 1204-1540). He also included a Transitional

period (A.D. 900-987) during which he believed the Puuc, Rio Bee,

and Chenes sites were abandoned.



While he found no architecture associated with the Formative

period, other than the largest pyramidal mound at Yaxuna,

Thompson did make reference to 5 regional styles of architecture

in the northern Maya - area associated with the Initial Series

period. These are: 1) Early Peten style (Coba and Oxkintok); 2)

Puuc style (Uxmal, Kabah, Labna, Sayil, etc.); 3) Chichen-Maya

style (Chichen Itza); 4) Rio Bee style (Rio Bee, Becan. Hormiguero,

etc.); and 5) Chenes style (Hochob, Dzibilnocac, Santa Rosa

Xtarapak, etc.). The architecture associated with Thompson's

Mexican period was restricted to the Toltec-Chichen architecture

seen at Chichen Itza while the period of Mexican Absorption was

represented by "decadent" architecture as found at Mayapan, East

Coast sites (Tulum, Tancah, etc.) and the East Coast-type

buildings found at Coba. The stylistic attributes of the buildings

associated with Thompson's three later periods more or less follow

those described earlier by Andrews IV, except that Thompson

included the early architecture at Acanceh, Ake, and Izamal under

his Peten style. We will see later, however, that the so-called

Peten style architecture at Coba differs significantly from the

Early period architecture in the Northwestern Plains area.

Over the next two decades, Andrews IV continued to amplify

his 1942 scheme and in 1965 described in some detail his now

widely known cultural (and architectural) scheme for the northern

areas which included a formative period, followed by Early periods

I and II, Pure and Modified Florescent periods, and finally a

Decadent period divided into two phases (Table 2). It is important

to understand that Andrews' 1965 proposal covered the entire

northern Maya lowlands, and not just the northern plains areas,

since he felt that area names (such as Puuc. Chenes. Rio Bee)

simply represented local variants within a larger, homogenious

cultural area. In spite of this, most of the new data in support

of this later proposal came from his work at Dzibilchaltun and a

few other sites in the northwestern plains area, where he felt this

cultural sequence could be seen more clearly. He reaffirmed this

position once more (1973) shortly before his untimely death in

1971.

In succeeding years, other area-wide reviews of architecture

were made by Pollock (1965), Andrews V (1979), Ball (1979), Garza

and Kurjack (1980), G. Andrews (1982, 1985, 1990), A. Andrews and

Robles (1985, 1986), and Andrews V and Sabloff (1986). In

addition, detailed architectural investigations were carried out at

individual sites such as Ake (Roys and Shook), 1966, Coba (Folan,

1983), (Benavides,1981, Robles, 1980 ) , Culuba (Andrews V. 1979),

Chacchob (Pollock and Stromsvik, 1953 and Webster, 1979), Chichen

Itza (Ruppert, 1952, Tozzer, 1957, Lincoln 1986, Wren and Schmidt,



1991), Dzibilchaltun (Andrews IV, 1965), Izamal (Lincoln, 1980).

Mayapan (Pollock et al., 1962), Xelha (Robles, 1979), Cuca (Webster,

1979), and Xcaret (A. Andrews, 1975). While all of these studies

have added significnatly to our understanding of architecture in

various parts of the northern plains, they have also led to several

problems which continue to hinder interpretive architectural

studies at both local and regional scales.



CHART SHOWING DIFFERENT PROPOSALS FOR CULTUR PERIODS (AND ARCHITECTURAL STYLES) FOR VARIOUS SECTORS OF NORTHERN LOWLANDS
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NOTES ON CHART SHOWING CULTURE PERIODS FOR NORTHERN MAYA

AREAS

Column 2 shows J. Eric Thompson's culture periods foe the entire

northern Maya lowlands, with the exception of the Rio Bee region,

which he included as part of a Central Area.

Tozzer's proposed culture periods for Chichen Itza, shown in

column 3, are based on earlier proposals by Morley, Thompson,

Ruppert, and others, all of which assume a Maya-Chichen period.

followed by a Toltec-Chichen period, with any overlap confined to

a Transitional period falling between A.D. 900 and A.D. 987.

Virtually all of the exposed architecture at Chichen Itza was

constructed during Chichen I and II times, as Chichen 1II-V are

represented only by minor constructions or reuse and modification

of earlier constructions. Andrews IV assumed that the Toltec-

Maya architecture at Chichen Itza corresponded to his Modified

Florescent period. It is also important to recognize that Chichen

Itza represents the only verified instance (anywhere in the

northern areas) of Pure Florescent architecture followed by

Modified Florescent architecture.

Column 4 shows the culture periods proposed by E.W. Andrews IV

in 1965 which he believed applied to the entire northern Maya

lowlands, including the Rio Bee region. Note differences between

this proposal and scheme proposed some years later by E.W.

Andrews V (column 5).

In 1979, and again in 1980, E.W. Andrews V outlined a modified

version of culture periods for the northwestern plains area based

on additional data from Dzibilchaltun and adjacent areas. Andrews

V scheme eliminates the transitional periods between Early and

Florescent periods and Florescent and Decadent periods proposed

earlier by Andrews IV and realigned the beginning of the Pure

Florescent period at Dzibilchaltun and other sites in the

northwestern plains to A.D. 830 as shown in column 5 of Chart 1.

He also suggested that the beginning of the Pure Florescent

period in the Puuc region could be set earlier, at A.D. 770, but

column 5 shows only the proposed dates for the northern areas.

In 1982 I first suggested a new architectural sequence (and

chronology) for the Puuc region, based on a detailed examination

of architectural remains from 80 different sites. The proposed

chronology was slightly modified in 1985 on the basis of the

identification of a Chenes-Puuc component but the basic stylistic



sequence and proposed chronology was reaffirmed in 1990 on the

basis of a stylistic analysis of 460 buildings from 150 different

Puuc sites. I have also pushed back the beginning of the Early

Oxkintok style to about A.D. 450 in order to accomodate the

9.2.0.0.0 (A.D. 475) date on a lintel of Structure 366 at Oxkintok.

Column 7 of Chart 1 shows the culture periods proposed for Coba

by Willy Folan (1983: Table 14.1). It is important to keep in mind

that Coba is part of what Andrews and Robles (1986: 75-82) call an

"Eastern Cultural Sphere", whose history they see as entirely

separate from events in the northwestern and north-central plains

areas. Andrews and Robles also point out that there is no

evidence of Puuc-style construction anywhere at Coba or in the

Coba region, which includes sites such as Xelha, Muyil, Okop, San

Gervasio (Cozumel), and Kantunilkin.
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CULTURE PERIODS AND ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

EARLY PERIOD (EARLY CLASSIC PERIOD)

As noted above, the essential characteristics of Early period

architecture were outlined many years ago by E.W. Andrews IV

(1942). According to Andrews, vaulted masonry buildings from the

Early period had walls of large, crudely faced blocks, vaults of

flat, unprepared corbelled slabs, and lacked carved stone facade

decoration. Rough wall and vault faces were smoothed by a thick

coat of stucco, which was also used in the execution of elaborate

reliefs in the upper facade zones. For the most part, this

description still holds although at later dates both Andrews IV

and Andrews V noted that over time, the stonework in Early

period buildings became better and both wall blocks and vault

slabs were more carefully dressed and coursing was more regular.

While facade decoration continued to be executed primarily in

stucco, crude stone armatures outlining large forms were

introduced, producing designs with greater depth. Even so, it is

difficult to be precise when attempting to assign specific

structures to Early period I or II, except for those instances, as

at Dzibilchaltun, where buildings can be more securely dated on

the basis of their associated ceramics and other artifacts.

Given the data presently available, very little architecture

in any part of the northern plains areas can be securely dated to

Early period I for reasons outlined above. As indicated in Table

1, Early period I remains appear to be restricted to no more than

6 or 7 different sites, and several of these are questionable.

Andrews IV (1965) believed that the huge pyramids at Izamal and

Dzilam could be dated to this period as well as Structure 8 at

Yaxuna, and the Great Pyramid and substructure of the Acropolis

mound at Acanceh.

As far as buildings are concerned, Andrews IV dated the

well-known Temple of the Stucco facade at Acanceh and Structure

1 at Sihunchen to this period. To this list I would suggest

adding Structure 1 and other non-vaulted buildings at Ake and

possibly the Building with the Stepped Vault at Dzan. In spite of

the large number of Early period structures at Dzibilchaltun,

Andrews V (1980) noted that only one structure and a few plaster

floors can be assigned to Early period I. Still at issue is the

question as to whether the megalithic architecture found at sites

such as Ake, Izamal, Ikil, Kizil, and Siho should be dated to Early

period I or II, and I will return to this question later.

The architectural situation at Coba and other sites in the

far eastern plains and northeast coast during the Early Classic

period is still uncertain. Folan (1983) has described Coba as a



"chiefdora-level" society during this time and suggested that the

major "palace" and religious buildings at this site were probably

not begun until the end of the Early Classic. The situation at

other sites in the Coba region such as Xelha, Tancah. and Muyil

(Chunyaxche) is equally unclear although Andrews IV (1965) felt

that the earliest structures at Tancah probably dated to Early

period I, and the building at Xelha with the Teotihuacan type

painting must also date to Early period I or II.

EARLY PERIOD II (LATE CLASSIC PERIOD)

As noted earlier, it is difficult to make a clear distinction between

Early period I and II architecture since there is no abrupt change

from one to the other. Given this limitation, the diagnostic

features of Early period II buildings appear to include the

following:

Architectural Features- Base moldings have simple,

rectangular forms. Lower wall zones are vertical and doorways

are simple, rectangular openings, covered with stone lintels. Both

medial and cornice moldings have heavy, rectangular forms, but

occasionally, as in Aka'na at Yaxcopoil, may have multi-member

medial molding. Upper wall zones are vertical and roofcombs are

rare, or non-existent. Rooms are covered over with rough vaults

with curved sides, or more rarely, stepped sides, and capstones

rest on shallow, irregular moldings.

Construction Features- Base moldings are formed with

single courses of stones. Lower walls are faced with load-bearing,

roughly shaped blocks, too thick to permit a concrete hearting

behind. Moldings are formed with one or more courses of roughly

shaped blocks and slabs with very long and thick lower course.

Vaults have considerable projection at springlines, and springline

course is deeply tennoned into hearting. Vaults are corbeled

type, made with rough slabs set in uneven courses. Roofcorabs,

where present, are slab-type.

Decorative Features. All moldings, and lower wall zones are

generally plain. Upper wall zones carry applied stucco decorative

forms, which are mostly naturalistic. In at least one case (Temple

of the Seven Dolls at Dzibilchaltun), upper wall zone included

large masks employing crude stone armatures, finished in stucco.

Interiors (both walls and vaults) are plain, although a few

paintings and graffiti have been noted.

As shown in Table 1, upwards of 20 sites in various sectors

of the northern plains areas have been reported to include

architectural remains (substructures and/or superstructures) from

Early period II. In many instances, Early period remains have

been identified solely on the basis of block masonry or crude



vault slabs observed in the debris of collapsed buildings, while in

others, the data comes from standing (and in some cases partly

restored) buildings or substructures. The latter group includes

vaulted masonry buildings recorded at Acanceh, Ake. Chunchucmil,

Dzibilchaltun, Ek Balam, Ikil, Sihunchen, and Yaxcopoil. Although I

have tentatively assigned the Building with the Stepped Vault at

Dzan to Early period I, it might well be included with the Early

period II structures. Sites with substructures probably dating to

Early period II include Ake, Colonia Yucatan, Izamal, and Siho. It

is noteworthy that with the exception of the examples at Ek Balam

and Colonia Yucatan, Early period II architecture appears to be

confined to sites in the northwestern plains area (fig 2). In this

connection it should be emphasized that no Early period

architecture (I or II) has ever been reported from Chichen Itza.

RADIALLY SYMMETRICAL PYRAMIDS.

One of the more interesting architectural forms encountered among

the sites with Early period structures are the radially symmetrical

pyramids which are found at Dzibilchaltun (Structure 1, 1-sub, 66)

Ikil (Structure 1), and Acanceh (Great Pyramid). Similar forms are

found in later periods at other northern sites such as those at

Chichen Itza (Toltec-Chichen) and Mayapan (Decadent period).

While several examples of these special forms are found in other

parts of the Maya lowlands (Uaxactun, Tikal, Seibal, Copan) they

are not common in any particular region and in this connection, it

should be noted that there are no known examples of radially

symmetrical pyramids anywhere in the Puuc, Chenes, or Rio Bee

regions. See Coggins (1983) for detailed discussion of the ritual

and symbolic significance of both twin-pyramid complexes and

single pyramids with radial symmetrical forms.

MEGALITHIC ARCHITECTURE

Another group of unusual Early period structures are the

substructures and/or superstructures with megalithic stonework

found at sites such as Izamal, Ake, Ikil, Kizil, Coba, and Siho.

According to Sidrys (1978) who made a study of megalithic

architecture and sculpture in the lowland Maya area, megalithic

architecture is found at no more than a few dozen sites

altogether. Generally, megaliths appear in relatively simple

architectural features such as stairways and platform facings, and

more rarely as free-standing walls, doorway jambs and lintels, and

columnar supports.

Stairways are the most common form of megalithic

architecture and are present in northern sites at Izamal, Ake,

Coba, and Si jo. The megalithic stairway of the Kinich-Kak-Moo



platform-pyramid at Izamal has some of the largest blocks ever

used by the ancient Maya and some of these approach the size of

stelae, measuring more than 2 x 1 x .5 m Similar slabs are found

in broad stairways of Structures 1, 3, 4, 11, 19, 20 and 24 at the

nearby site of Ake. Those in the stairway to Court 0 at Coba are

smaller (Thompson, 1932:51) and according to Stephens (1842:116)

the stairway of a structure at Sijo was formed with stones 15

inches high and three feet long.

The most impressive megalithic wall is part of Structure 1 at

Ikil, Yucatan (Andrews and Stuart, 1975). The masonry of the

outer wall of the upper temple of Structure 1 includes several

dozen megaliths some of which are 1.6 m long, 0.79 m thick and

0.40 m high. At Ake, Structure 19 has a double wall with nicely

squared stones measuring 1.0 x 1.2 x 0.3 m and Structure 11 at

the same site has a few wall stones more than 2.0 m long (Roys

and Shook, 1966:25).

According to Sidrys (1978:157) the strongest regional

traditions of megalithic architecture are found in the northwestern

plains of Yucatan and in the eastern Motagua drainage area. In

addition, isolated examples of megalithic construction are found at

scattered sites such as Edzna, Naranjo, Lubaantun, Dos Pilas, and

Tamarindo. In the Puuc region, both the substructure and

superstructure of Structure 1 at Nucuchtunich are made with

megaliths (including vaults)) and the sides of the largest pyramid

at Nohpat are faced with huge megalithic stones, measuring over 2

m long and 1 m high (Andrews, 1988). Megalithic stairways are

also found at Chenes sites such as Dzibiltun and Pakchen, but

again, all of these appear to represent somewhat isolated examples

rather than widespread traditions. While most of the northern

examples appear to have been constructed during the Early

periods, those in the Motagua area appear to be Late Classic

manifestations.

PURE FLORESCENT PERIOD (Terminal Classic period)

As shown in Table 1, Pure Florescent architecture has been

reported from 32 sites in the northern plains areas (northwest,

north-central, northeast). In most cases, however, the

identification of Pure Florescent remains is based on the presence

of Puuc-like masonry elements found in the debris of collapsed

superstructures (buildings). For the reasons discussed earlier in

this paper, standing, or partly standing Pure Florescent buildings

are found at only 8 different sites (Chacchob?, Chichen Itza,

Culuba, Ek Balam, Halakal, Santa Barbara, Tzits, and Yaxcopoil).

These sites are equally divided between the northwestern and

northeastern plains areas (fig. 2). At Chichen Itza there are



multiple examples (up to 24) while at other sites, the data comes

from single examples. Thus, any discussion of Pure Florescent

architecture in the northern plains areas is seriously hampered by

lack of adequate data.

While Andrews IV had outlined some of the essential

characteristics of what he later called "Pure Florescent"

architecture as early as 1942, his detailed description of this kind

of architecture did not appear for another two decades (Andrews

IV, 1965:307-309).

"The block-wall and slab-vault of the Early period, surfaced

and artistically decorated in carved and painted stucco,

gave way to an utterly different type of construction

consisting of durable concrete faced (but not walled) with a

veneer of thin, beautifully dressed and perfectly squared

blocks of stone whose function was purely decorative. Vault

veneer stones, lacking the support of simple vertical

superimposition, were carefully beveled and preshaped with

long tenons to hold them in the newly dominant concrete of

the noncorbeled vault. Exterior facades, as in the early

period, were divided into an upper and lower zone by three

moldings. But whereas before these had been simple

rectangular projections, they became complex multi-membered

affairs in the Florescent, often with beveled members with

triangular section at top or bottom....

There were equally basic changes in ornamental art.

Whereas Early period buildings were decorated with panels

of carved or painted stucco, Florescent facades were

lavishly adorned with carved stone geometric mosaic. The

corners and facade panels were most frequently decorated

with mosaic masks of the long-nosed god, often interspersed

with areas of fretwork, lattice, and a variety of carved

designs such as rosettes, spindles, and a series of small

columns (colonnettes). Sometimes small panels were left

open for diminutive naturalistic sculptures of high quality,

but even these were adjuncts to the basic geometric motifs."

While Andrews IV underscored his belief that Pure

florescent architecture could be found in all parts of the northern

Maya lowlands, the above description was based mostly on

examples of Terminal Classic architecture as found at a few well-

known sites in the Puuc region such as Uxmal, Kabah, Labna,

Sayil, together with the Puuc-like, Maya-Chichen buildings at

Chichen Itza, since at that time (1965) no well-preserved examples

of Pure Florescent architecture were known from either the

northwestern or northeastern plains areas. As noted by Kurjack

(1974) and Andrews IV & V (1980), although some 78 Pure



Florescent buildings have been reported from Dzibilchaltun, not

one of these is still standing.

In the interim (1965-1990) a few additional Pure Florescent

buildings have been located such as those at Culuba, Ek Balam.

and Santa Barbara and Pure Florescent remains have been

identified in the debris from fallen buildings at several sites

between Chichen Itza and the north coast (A. Andrews et. al.,

1988), but these merely confirm the stylistic attributes described

earlier by Andrews IV.

While the Maya-Chichen architecture at Chichen Itza was

included by Andrews IV as an integral part of his Pure

Florescent, most of these buildings do not entirely meet the

criteria outlined by him for Pure Florescent architecture. In the

first place, with one notable exception (Temple of the Three

Lintels), the so-called Pure Florescent (Maya-Chichen) buildings at

Chichen Itza show construction technology which differs

considerably from the veneer-over-concrete technology presumably

seen in Pure Florescent architecture elsewhere. In contrast, the

Maya-Chichen buildings have walls faced with semi-veneer blocks,

which are fairly deeply tenoned into the hearting behind and

vaults are essentially corbelled, and faced with long slabs rather

than veneer-type, boot or wedge-shaped stones. Elsewhere (G.

Andrews, n.d.) I have also noted a substantial number of

differences between the architectural and decorative features of

the Maya-Chichen buildings and their Puuc counterparts. To put

it another way, nearly all of the Maya-Chichen buildings would be

seen as anomolies if found in the Puuc region itself. This raises

the question as to whether Pure Florescent architecture in other

parts of the northern plains areas was more like the Maya-Chichen

buildings at Chichen Itza or more like true Terminal Classic Mosaic

style buildings as seen in the Puuc region and I will return to

this question later.

MODIFIED FLORESCENT PERIOD (EARLY POSTCLASSIC PERIOD)

At the outset, it must be recognized that what has variously been

called "Modified Florescent", "Early Postclassic", and "Toltec-

Chichen" architecture has so far been found only at Chichen Itza.

While there are hints of Modified Florescent buildings at a few

other northern sites such as Culuba (Andrews V, 1979) and at

several sites along trade corridors north of Chichen Itza (A.

Andrews et. al, 1988), these have yet to be verified through

excavation. Andrews was also careful to point out that no

"typical" Modified Florescent buildings such as colonnaded halls or

patio-galleries were encountered in their study area.



The salient features of this style of architecture are well-

kmown and include construction technology much like that seen in

the Late Uxmal style buildings at Uxmal. Walls are faced with

thin, veneer-type blocks over a concrete core and vaults are

faced with well-cut, specialized boot-shaped stones with a concrete

hearting behind. The exposed faces and edges of all facing and

molding stones are carefully pecked to obtain smooth surfaces,

requiring little or no spall between joints. Other diagnostic

features include substructures in the form of stepped pyramids,

serpent columns in doorways, stairway ramps decorated with

feathered serpents, atlantean figures used both as columns (large)

and supports for altars (small), square and round columns both in

doorways and interiors, large colonnaded interior spaces, and

exterior walls with a battered portion at the bottom but no base

molding. Decorative features include chac mool figures, standard

bearers, and roof ornaments, as well as naturalistic carved stone

sculpture on both walls and columns, and mosaic-type sculpture in

upper wall zones. Decorative motifs include masks, lines of

warriors, jaguars and eagles, as well as floral and other designs.

Some of the better-known buildings at Chichen Itza in this style

include the Castillo, Temple of the Warriors, Great Ballcourt and

Upper Temple of the Jaguars, the Temple of the Warriors, The

Court of the Thousand Columns, the Mercado, the Ossuary, the

Temple of the Wall Panels, the Northeast Colonnade, and radially

symmetrical platforms such as the Platform of the Cones, the

Platforms of the Eagles, and Structure 3C8.

Several writers have downplayed the significance of the

Modified Florescent or Toltec-Chichen architecture at Chichen Itza

on the grounds that it was merely a slightly altered version of

Pure Florescent architecture. For example, Andrews IV (1965:318)

put it this way: "As a result, although surface forms were altered,

the basic technics of architecture, art, and ceramics remained

unchanged from the first phase of the Florescent". In the same

vein, A. Andrews and Robles (1986:89) had this to say: "The

tangible contribution of the Itza to the culture of northern

Yucatan was minimal: a handful of architectural and sculptural

features, and two new ceramic wares (Fine Orange and Plumbate).

From my point of view, however, the above descriptions

simply do not take into account the fact that Toltec-Chichen

(Modified Florescent) architecture differs radically from Maya-

Chichen (Pure Florescent) architecture in terms of conception,

execution (technology) and symbolism.

What is essentially "new" about Toltec-Chichen architecture

is its concern for enclosed and roofed-over interior spaces as

opposed to the Maya tradition of using monumental building forms



to define exterior spaces. This new concern was made possible

through the use of columns, combined with wooden beams, as the

primary supports for roofs, either in the form of parallel masonry

vaults or roofs of poles and thatch. The use of columns for

interior supports produced building plans, such as the great

colonnades, gallery-patio structures, and a great variety of non

Maya building plans in which the depth of interior spaces was no

longer restricted to the width of a single masonry vault span.

The mostly solid exterior walls of typical Maya buildings could also

be replaced with rows of columns, bringing a flood of daylight

into what had earlier been dark and dank interior spaces. The

use of light-weight pole and thatch roofs supported on masonry

columns made high, light and airy gallery spaces possible, such as

those seen in the Mercado and other buildings of the same type.

The Maya builders at Chichen Itza and elsewhere simply never

conceived of these new spatial possibilities.

The symbolism associated with Toltec-Chichen architecture

also represents a sharp break from the kinds of generally

geometric (with the exception of masks), mostly abstract forms

seen on Chichen-Maya buildings. This change was clearly

described by Proskouriakoff (1965:491-92) as follows:

"What the Toltec themselves contributed was a vigor

inherent in their single minded endeavor to perpetuate the

memory of their military and political exploits, carried on

Uiider the aegis of the Feathered Serpent. These exploits

were group enterprises and the focus of attention is on the

group rather than individuals, who are designated only by

name or title. The carving was done on square and round

pillars of buildings, on altars interrupting the long benches

of the colonnades, on the benches of ball courts, on wooden

lintels, and on interior walls. Monotonous files of warriors,

groups of bound prisoners, and symbols of death and human

sacrifice are repeated again and again with little variation.

Religious symbolism is focused on the feathered serpent and

simple animal figures indicate the military orders, though

the serpent-bird and mask were incorporated in the designs

without apparent incongruity. The most successful examples

of Toltec art are the murals which present realistic scenes

of combat and conquest, and the gold discs worked in

repousse which celebrate Toltec victories over the Maya."

The fact that Toltec-Chichen buildings sometimes appear in

the same groups with Maya-Chichen buildings, or that groups of

Toltec-Chichen buildings such as the Castillo and its associated

structures are connected by causeways to Maya-Chichen groups

does nothing to obscure the differences noted above and does not



even call for a long overlap between Maya and Toltec forms. As

we noted at the outset, no more than 10 per cent of the buildings

at Chichen Itza have been identified as Maya-Chichen in style and

many of these carry hieroglyphic inscriptions which cover no more

than a ten year span (Thompson, 1937). Assuming then, that the

Maya-Chichen contribution to Chichen Itza was rather small, and

possibly very short-lived, the introduction of the "new"

architecture at Chichen Itza marks an important and far reaching

change in a long and varied architectural tradition which had its

roots elsewhere in the lowland Maya area.

DECADENT PERIOD (LATE POSTCLASSIC PERIOD)

The architectural picture in the Northern Plains areas during the

Decadent or Late Postclassic period is nearly as strange as it is

for the preceeding (Modified Florescent or Early Postclassic)

period since well-documented architectural remains from this

period have been found at only one large northwestern site

(Mayapan) and at a large number of small sites along the eastern

coast of Quintana Roo (fig. 3), leaving a huge architectural

"vacuum" in the rest of the northern plains. East Coast type

buildings have also been found at a few eastern inland sites such

as Okop and Coba but these appear to represent later additions to

erstwhile Late-Terminal Classic sites. Given that Mayapan is

assumed to have dominated a large portion of the Northern Pktins

during its heyday (A.D. 1250-1440), it is remarkable that Mayapan-

like architecture is not found in other parts of the Northern

Plains, particularly in the northwestern sector.

The term "decadent" has been used to describe architecture

from this period on the grounds that the generally small. Late

Postclassic structures are very crude constructions, featuring

block-walls in combination with either very rough slab vaults or

beam and mortar roofs. Thick coats of stucco were everywhere

used to help smooth up the irregular surfaces produced by the

crude stonework and sloppy workmanship. At Mayapan, some well-

cut Puuc-like stonework, including mosaic mask parts, were reused

in Decadent buildings. All such buildings, whether found at

Mayapan or on the East Coast, have been likened to Early period

structures, hence the expression decadent.

Both Pollock and Proskouriakoff (1962) have noted that many

of the structures at Mayapan appear to be based on the Modified

Florescent (Early Postclassic) architecture found at Chichen Itza.

The principal pyramid-temple at Mayapan (Structure Q-162) nearly

duplicates the plan of the Castillo at Chichen Itza. Other forms

seemingly borrowed from Chichen Itza include serpent-column

facades, sloping ramps at edges of stairways with serpent heads



at both bottoms and tops, battered lower wall zones lacking base

moldings, small pyramidal "sacrificial" altars, and colonnaded halls,

although the halls at Mayapan are complete, independent buildings

in contrast to the gallery-like colonnades at Chichen Itza The

difference between Modified Florescent (Toltec-Chichen) and

Mayapan architecture is mostly in masonry construction

techniques, excellent at Chichen and crude at Mayapan.

At Late Postclassic sites on the east coast of Quintana Roo,

Central Mexican (Toltec) architectural features have also been

identified at a number of sites (Andrews and Andrews, 1975).

These include serpent columns, serpent ballustrades, columns with

carved or stuccoed figures, ballustrades (ramps) with vertical

upper zones, chacmool sculptures, colonnaded structures, inset

panels above doorways, battered lower wall zones, round

structures, and Toltec elements in mural painting. Still, some

differences between the Late Postclassic architecture at Mayapan

and that on the east coast do exist (Andrews and Robles, 1986:93)

and as Proskouriakoff (1962) noted many years ago, vaults are

more frequently used to roof buildings on the east coast, walls

sometimes have an outward slope, and east coast columns are

better worked than those at Mayapan and many have capitals.

Building plans at east coast sites are also more variable than at

Mayapan although temples, oratories, and small shrines tend to

dominate the east coast sites. Whatever else can be said about

Postclassic architecture in the northern plains areas, it never

achieved either the quality or the size of the great Classic Maya

constructions and the coming of the Spanish invadors precluded

any further possibility of a Postclassic Maya "renaissance".

1*



PUUC VS. PURE FLORESCENT ARCHITECTURE

One of the problems with much of the literature dealing with

architecture in the northern plains areas is the result, of a

tendency to use the terms "Pure Florescent" and "Puuc" or

"Puuc-style" interchangeably, as though all Pure Florescent

architecture in the northern plains is indistinguishable from

Late/Terminal Classic architecture as found within the Puuc region

itself. In this scenario, Puuc architecture is assumed to be

represented by a single, coherent style, but in fact there are six

well-defined Puuc architectural styles which fall into two groups:

early and late. The early (Late Classic or earlier) styles are

represented by the Early Oxkintok, Proto-Puuc, and Early Puuc

styles while the later (Terminal Classic) styles include the

Colonnette, Mosaic, and Late Uxmal styles (Andrews, 1982, 1985,

1990). As noted earlier, while buildings in the early Puuc styles,

particularly the Early Oxkintok and Proto-Puuc styles, are similar

to those of the Early period (I and II) in the northwestern plains

area, they are not identical.

The basic diagnostic features of the Early Oxkintok style

include: single-member, rectangular base moldings, walls built of

rough block masonry, doorways with simple, rectangular openings

and jambs faced with small blocks, similar to those used for wall

facings, corbelled vaults formed with rough slabs, many of which

have stepped forms, sloping upper wall zones without moldings, or

vertical upper wall zones with heavy rectangular medial and

cornice moldings, and roofcombs formed with roughly dressed

slabs. Any decoration must have been in stucco but none has

survived. As of 1990, 13 examples of Early Oxkintok buildings had

been located at 7 different Puuc sites.

The Proto-Puuc style, while similar to the Early Oxkintok

style, shows the following diagnostic features: rectangular base,

medial and cornice moldings with one, two, or three members,

vertical upper wall zones with recessed panels forming geometric

designs, and single-wall roofcombs over both front and medial

walls. Doorways are simple, rectangular openings and vaults,

which are both stepped and smooth-walled, have pronounced

springlines which are irregular in outline. Decorative features,

where present, must have been in stucco but none have survived.

In terms of construction, walls are faced with irregularly sized

and shaped blocks, 25 to 30 cm deep, with a thin concrete

hearting behind, and vaults continue to be formed with roughly

dressed corbelled slabs. As of 1990, 21 examples of Proto-Puuc

style buildings had been located at 20 different Puuc sites.



The main differences between the Early Oxkintok and Proto-

Puuc style buildings in the Puuc region and Early period

buildings in the northwest plains are: 1) the extensive use of

stucco decorative forms on both substructures and

superstructures in the northwest plains while the two early Puuc

styles show none (still in place); 2) both the Early Oxkintok and

Proto-Puuc style buildings included numerous examples of stepped

vaults while only one example has been reported from the

northwest plains sites; 3) single-wall, decorated roofcombs are

commonly found in both of the early Puuc styles while most Early

period buildings appear to lack this feature; the only known

exception is the Building with the Stepped Vault at Dzan. Whether

these differences are sufficient to establish different architectural

traditions in the two adjacent regions is a matter for debate and I

will return to this question later.

Notably missing from the inventory of Early period buildings

in any part of the northern Plains (west, north-central, northeast,

far east) are examples of buildings similar to the omni-p resent

Early Puuc style buildings found in large numbers throughout the

Puuc region (as of 1990, 156 examples at 72 different sites). The

salient features of the Early Puuc style have been described in

considerable detail elsewhere (Andrews, 1979, 1982, 1985) and need

not be repeated here. The most noteworthy new features of this

style include doorways with multiple openings formed by round

columns with square capitals, the extensive use of single-member,

rectangular medial moldings, many of which break up over

doorways, lack of any form of cornice molding, and roofcombs over

front walls which are flush with the face of the wall below,

creating a kind of "flying facade" or "false front". These

roofcombs were lavishly decorated with applied-on-stucco

decoration, featuring realistic curvelinear forms, including

feather work. Here it should be noted that the decorative features

found on range-type buildings (buildings without roofcombs) was

restricted to small, geometric shapes such as diamonds, triangles,

squares and circles. In addition, there are numerous examples of

Early Puuc style buildings with sculptured doorjambs, lintels,

columns and column capitals, elements that are entirely missing in

Early Oxkintok or Proto-Puuc style buildings.

In terms of construction technology, the Early Puuc style

can be considered as transitional, since the earlier buildings in

this style have stonework which is much like that found in Proto-

Puuc style buildings, while the later buildings in this style have

veneer-over-concrete walls and concrete vaults faced with

specialized, wedge-shaped stones with beveled faces, a technology

which became standardized in the later Puuc styles.



What is really meant by Puuc or Puuc-style in connection

with Pure Florescent architecture in the northern plains are

buildings whose facades were decorated with carved stone

geometric mosaic designs as found on the facades of Puuc Mosaic

and Late Uxmal style buildings. Prominent among the motifs used

in these mosaics are long-nosed (Chac) masks, large frets and

stepped frets, plain and complex latticework, and both plain and

banded colonnettes. As described by Andrews IV (1965:309), Pure

Florescent buildings always had mosaic-type facades: "Although

their assemblage varied considerably from place to place, such

items as rosettes, lattice fragments, or even components such as

earplugs, eyes, or noses of the ever-present masks are almost

indistinguishable at sites as far apart as the Puuc, Dzibilchaltun,

and Chichen Itza". Here I should point out that while the Maya-

Chichen buildings at Chichen Itza do employ Puuc-like mosaic

decorative motifs, they are used in locations and combinations that

are not characteristic of true Puuc Mosaic style architecture

(Andrews, 1991). As noted below, there is also some question as

to the real character and design motifs employed in the Pure

Florescent buildings at Dzibilchaltun.

It should also be recognized that Andrews IV description of

the decorative features of Pure Florescent architecture does not

really take the Puuc Colonnette style into account and this is a

serious omission since there are more Colonnette style buildings in

the Puuc region than the combined total of known examples of

Puuc Mosaic and Late Uxmal style buildings. As of 1990, 145

examples of Colonnette style buildings had been recorded while

only 29 Mosaic style and Late Uxmal style building had been

located (Andrews, 1990) (By way of contrast there is only one

known example of a Colonnette style building in the northern

plains, which is found at Halakal, a small site about 4 km from

Chichen Itza). In Colonnette style buildings, decorative elements

are limited solely to colonnettes, both plain and banded, which are

found in base, medial, and cornice moldings, as well as in lower

wall zones, at corners, and in upper wall zones.

Another difficulty with the assumed Pure Florescent-Puuc

equality is that there are really no well-preserved Pure Florescent

buildings known from any site in either the Northwestern or

North-Central plains areas. Thus, the evidence for any amount of

"Puuc" architecture in these areas is based almost entirely on the

presence of Puuc-like stonework and Puuc-like sculptured facade

elements found in the debris of collapsed buildings. This being

the case, it is entirely possible that the assumed Puuc-like

buildings in these areas differ considerably from true Puuc

models, even though they employ some Puuc-like decorative forms.



In this connection, Andrews V (1980:309) noted that while

Dzibilchaltun shared a large number of carved elements with many

other Puuc sites, many repeated motifs found its (Dzibilchaltun
'

s)

Pure Florescent collapse could not be identified at other Puuc

sites.

As a case in point, we can look at Structure 96 at

Dzibilchaltun, which has been characterized as a typical Pure

Florescent building (Andrews IV and V, 1980). Structure 96 is a

medium sized, range-type building with three rooms in line. The

facade of the central room projects out 48 cm in front of the

facades of the end rooms, creating a three-part facade. Structure

96 had entirely collapsed, and following its excavation, only the

single-member base molding and one course of wall stones were

found in place. The wall facing was of the fine veneer typical of

Puuc-style buildings, wherein a rubble core was faced with

rectangular stones with a tapered tenon anchored into the

concrete hearting.

In the debris of Structure 96 were masses of carved mosaic

elements, even after some had been removed for Colonial

construction. The excavator, Robert E. Funk, made a careful

record of the position of each carved stone and from these data

attempted to make reconstructions of its facades. These were not

entirely satisfactory and Funk's restoration drawings were not

included in the 1980 report on Dzibilchaltun. As noted by-

Andrews IV and V, the problem was that many of the carved

facade stones could not be identified from a careful search of

known Puuc facades.

I believe the problem with the stylistic attributes of

Structure 96 is actually two-fold. First, it must be recognized

that there are no pure Puuc buildings anywhere within the Puuc

region itself that have three-part facades, of the kind that are

typical for both Chenes and Rio Bee style buildings. The only-

known buildings in the Puuc region with three-part facades are

characterized as Chenes style structures which carried "Chenes-

type" monster-masks around the central doorway and/or over the

doorways of adjacent rooms. Examples of this form are Chenes

Building I on the west side of the platform supporting the

Governor's Palace at Uxmal, Temple IV of the Pyramid of the

Magician at Uxmal, Structure at Huntichmul I, and Structure at

Xcanaheleb, all of which had large zoomorphic (monster) masks

around their central doorways. Second, the presence of

unidentifiable carved stones in the debris of Structure 96 is

undoubtedly due to the fact that it did not carry typical Puuc

decoration, but may have had a Chenes-like facade such as the

one on the east facade of the East Wing of the Monjas complex at



Chichen Itza, or something Like the west facade of Temple IV of

the Pyramid of the Magician at Uxmal, both of which include many

non-Puuc decorative forms.

In other instances, sites in the northern plains areas have

been characterized as having "Puuc-style" remains solely on the

basis of Puuc-like stonework (from walls and/or vaults) found in

debris but as I have noted elsewhere (Andrews, 1982),

construction technology alone is not sufficient to establish a

specific architectural style, since any specific style must also

include the architectural and decorative features consistent with

that style. A good case in point would be the so-called Toltec-

Chichen architecture at Chichen Itza, which has good Terminal

classic Puuc-type stonework in walls and vaults combined with

"Toltec" architectural and decorative features. In spite of this,

nobody has seriously argued that Toltec-Chichen architecture is

the same as true Puuc architecture.

Given all of the above, I believe it would be more useful to

make some distinction between Pure Florescent architecture as

found in any part of the northern plains areas, including Chichen

Itza, and true Terminal Classic Puuc architecture as found within

the Puuc archaeological region itself. This is not to say that

Puuc influences were not at work in the northern areas bat

rather that these influences did not result in replicas of true

Puuc architecture in the northern areas. Also at issue is the

extent to which external (foreign) influences were at work in both

areas.

i



CULTURE PERIODS AND CULTURAL AREAS

A second major problem in regard to architectural development in

the Northern Plains areas has developed as a consequence of

Andrews IV insistance on applying the culture periods which were

originally worked out in response to the data obtained mostly from

the northwestern plains area to the entire northern lowlands,

including the Puuc, Chenes, Rio Bee and southwestern Campeche

regions, as well as the northeastern plains and northern coastal

area of Quintana Roo. The problem here is that the emphasis on

homogonizing the archaeological record obscures the real diversity

present. Ball (1979:19) noted this difficulty as follows:

"The existence and significance of the substantial local

diversity potentially present within a regional (northern

lowlands) archaeological record has as yet received little

genuine recognition on the part of most Mesoamericanists.

The existing status quo in the northern Maya lowlands is an

outstanding exemplification of this fact. It is taken for

granted by virtually all that the composite sequence of

pottery wares, architectural styles, and historical events

abstracted from the local sequences established at

Dzibilchaltun. Becan, Edzna, and Dzibilnocac can be

extended to the northern lowlands as a whole and also to

such specific centers therein such as Uxmal, Chichen Itza,

and Mayapan. The fact that these centers of known

historical importance were in all probability the innovators

and initiators with respect to the techniques, styles, themes,

ideas, and preferences successively reflected at secondary

and terciary centers investigated to date has been given

scant cognizance by most workers. There is no reason

whatsoever why the sequences of intrusion at Becan. Edzna,

or Dzibilchaltun should replicate the sequences of

development or temporal relationships of Uxmal, Chichen

Itza, and Mayapan. Recognition of this fact would constitute

a major advance in our elucidation of cultural history in the

northern Maya lowlands".

Andrews V (1980:271) also expressed some concern about

Andrews IV homogonizing of the culture periods for the entire

Maya lowlands:

"Although this sequence of culture periods is now widely

used for the northern Maya lowlands as a whole, including

areas far from the northwestern portion of the peninsula

such as Cozuraal island (e.g., Sabloff and Rathje 1975, fig.

2), it would seem wisest to reserve judgement on its utility

in areas in the northern lowlands that have seen little or no



recent archaeological research. It may, for example, be

inappropriate in eastern Yucatan and northern Quintana Roo.

Members of the 1969-71 Middle American Research Institute

project at Becan, Chicanna, and other sites in the Rio Bee

zone of Campeche are in agreement that this terminology

should not be applied there. Whether it will be more

adequate than the traditional sequence of culture periods in

describing events in the Chenes zone, which at least in its

ceramics was more closely related to the northern plains

than was the Rio Bee zone, remains for future research to

determine".

I concur with Ball's and Andrews V concerns on the ground

that a view of the archaeological record of the northern Maya

lowlands which emphasizes the diversity present, particularly with

regard to architecture, leads to a very non-homogenous picture.

Using architecture as the primary differentiating medium, the

northern Maya lowlands can be seen as subdivided into 8 smaller

sub-regions during the Late/Terminal Classic periods. These

regions include: 1) Rio Bee region; 2) Chenes region; 3) Southwest

Campeche (Edzna) region; 4) Puuc region; 5) Northwestern and

north-central plains area; 6) northeastern plains area; 7) far

eastern plains and northeast coast area, and 8) East Coast area

(fig. 4). During the Postclassic (Decadent) period(s), these regions

were appreciably altered, and included an enlarged east Coast

area.

As noted above, there is now general agreement that the

culture periods proposed by both Andrews IV and Andrews V for

the Northern Plains should not apply to the Rio Bee region or to

eastern Yucatan and northern Quintana Roo. By extension, the

Chenes region can also be eliminated on the grounds that it is

more closely tied to the Rio Bee region than it is to the Puuc

region and the Southwest Campeche region is also known to have

a very different cultural history from either of the adjacent Puuc

or Chenes regions (Matheney et al, 1983). In the latter case,

Edzna, the largest site in this region, has extensive Preclassic and

Early classic remains, the latter showing influences from the Peten

(Andrews, 1984).

This brings us back to the Puuc and Northern Plains areas

where there are questions regarding the number of architectural

styles present and the number of, and relationships among, the

several cultural spheres which may be represented. Recently, A.P.

Andrews and Fernando Robles (1986) have suggested that Classic

Period Northern Yucatan can be divided into at least two major

cultural spheres, primarily on the basis of architecture and

ceramics. These are: a Western Sphere, comprising most of the



northwestern and north-central northern plain and Puuc Hills

region to the south, and an Eastern Sphere, which encompassed

the far eastern part of what is now the State of Yucatan and the

northern part of the State of Quintana Roo. Their map (1986. fig.

3.4) also shows a blank (unassigned) area in northeastern Yucatan

which includes Chichen Itza, Ek Balam, and Culuba. According to

Andrews and Robles, "The distinct architectural styles (Early

Period-Pure Florescent-Modified Florescent) vs. the Peten-like

architecture found at Coba, Xelha, Muyil, Okop, San Gervasio, and

Kantunilkin), then, clearly delineate two separate cultural spheres

in northern Yucatan during Terminal Classic times."

I have no real quarrel with the Andrews and Robles analysis

as far as it goes but I believe that the data now on hand actually

suggests that four cultural spheres can be described within the

same area, based on four different groups of architectural styles

and architectural sequences. These four areas include 1) the

Puuc archaeological region proper, as described in my paper on

Puuc Architectural Styles (Andrews, 1982, 1985): 2) the

northwestern and north-central plains area as described by

Andrews and Robles (1986); 3) a northeastern plains area,

including sites such as Chichen Itza, Culuba, and Ek Balam, shown

as blank area on Andrews and Robles map (1986: fig. 3. 4 and 4) the

far northeastern part of Yucatan and northern part of Quintana

Roo also described by Andrews and Robles. For the sake of easy

comparison these areas are shown in map form (fig. 2) and in

chart form (fig. 3), the latter including tentative chronological

relationships.

The divisions outlined above are based on the following

considerations:

1) I believe that the Puuc region should be recognized as a

somewhat separate cultural sphere on the grounds that the

architectural styles and sequence(s) within this region differ

significantly from those in the northwestern and north-central

plains areas, insofar as the latter are presently known. While the

earlier Puuc styles (Early Oxkintok. Proto-Puuc, Early Puuc) show

some similarities to the Early Period I and Early Period II styles

described by Andrews IV (1965) for Dzibilchaltun and other

northern plains sites, no exact equivalents of the three early Puuc

styles have actually been found in any part of the Northern

Plains. In a like manner, I have already noted that there is a

real question as to whether there are any true couterparts for

the Late-Terminal Classic Puuc styles (Colonnette, Mosaic, and Late

Uxmal) at any northern site including Dzibilchaltun. To take this

argument one step further, I know of only one verified example of

a Puuc Colonnette style building in either of the northern plains



areas (Halakal) and no buildings at all in the Late Uxmal style.

So, in spite of somewhat superficial similarities between the Puuc

styles (early and late) and the Early Period-Pure Florescent styles

in the northern plains, I believe there is good reason to see them

as representing different architectural traditions and cultural

spheres.

2) The stylistic chart does not show a Modified Florescent

period for the northwestern and north-central plains area since

there is no known Modified Florescent architecture present at

sites in this area such as Dzibilchaltun, Yaxcopoil, Acanceh, Ake,

and Izamal to name just a few. For that matter, there is no

known site in either western or eastern northern plains areas

which shows the full range of the Early Period to Modified

Florescent architectural sequence proposed by Andrews IV (1965).

The chronology shown for these adjacent areas follows that

proposed by Andrews IV (1965) and Andrews IV and V (1980).

3) The area shown on my map and chart as the northeastern

plains area, which includes sites such as Chichen Itza, Culuba,

and Ek Balam shows an overlap between the Maya-Chichen phase

and Toltec-Chichen phase of about 100 years. This number could

change (up or down) depending on future resolution of overlap

question. Since there is no known Early Period architecture at

Chichen Itza or Culuba, the chart indicates Ek Balam only for this

period. In a like manner, since there is no known Modified

Florescent architecture at Ek Balam, the chart shows Modified

Florescent architecture at Chichen and Culuba only. What is most

noteworthy about this area is the fact that Chichen Itza, and to

some extent the balance of the northeast plains area as well (fig.

3) stands apart from all other northern areas. Whereas all other

northern areas were occupied, and have architectural remains

extending back as far as the beginning of the Early Classic

Period, Chichen Itza was apparently not founded until the latter

part of the Late Classic Period (after AD 800). In addition,

Chichen Itza, and possibly the area to the northeast, is the only-

place where Toltec-Chichen (Andrews IV Modified Florescent)

architecture is found.

4) The subdivisions in the stylistic chart for the far eastern

plains and northern coastal area are based on Folan's cultural

periods and chronology for Coba (1983, Table 14.1). I have

assumed the same divisions would apply to other sites in this

area, though confirming data is lacking. As noted by Andrews

and Robles (1986), there is no indication of any significant

influences on the architecture at Coba from either the Puuc

region, or from Chichen Itza. Since I question the extent to

which the Late Classic architecture at Coba is based on Peten



models. I prefer the term "Coba regional style" in place of Folan's

Early and Late Urbanization as shown in my stylistic chart.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the foregoing pages we have reviewed what is presently known

in regard to architecture in the Northern Plains areas (western

and eastern). While the data is extremely spotty, since it comes

from only a small fraction of the known archaeological sites in the

plains areas, some larger pictures do begin to emerge.

Little can be said about architecture in the plains areas

during the Late Formative period (250 B.C. -A.D.250) as vaulted

masonry buildings at northern sites are not known from this time.

Platforms, and other substructures, some of which may have

supported buildings of perishable materials were built, however,

although most of the data for these structures comes from only

two sites; Dzibilchaltun (Andrews IV and V, 1980) and nearby

Komchen (Andrews V, 1981). As noted earlier, the great pyramids

at sites such as Dzilam, Izamal, and Yaxuna might date in part to

the Formative period but data in support of this chronology is

still forthcoming.

The 1st phase of the Early period (Early Classic period)

appears to mark the introduction of vaulted masonry structures at

northern plains sites although only a few examples have been

recorded (Acanceh, Ake?, Kizil?, Sihunchen?, Coba?) In spite of

the paucity of data, however, the geographical distribution of

these sites suggests that most parts of the northern plains were

occupied during this period. Architectural remains from the 2nd

phase of the Early period (Late Classic) are more numerous and

during this latter period the division of the northern plains into

two different cultural spheres becomes more pronounced with

Peten derived architecture characterizing sites in the eastern

sphere and typical Early period architecture characterizing the

western sphere (northwestern and north-central plains areas) and

to some extent, the Puuc region as well. At this point in time

Izamal appears to have been the dominant polity in the western

plains area and Oxkintok in the Puuc region, but while Coba was

beginning to develope into an urban center, it had not yet

achieved its ultimate growth.

The Pure Florescent (Terminal Classic) period appears to

represent the maximum period of growth in all parts of the

northern plains and in the Puuc region as well. Traces of Pure

Florescent architecture have been found in all sectors of the

northern plains with T'ho as the largest site in the northwestern

sector, Uxmal in the Puuc region, and Coba achieving its full

urban status in the far eastern area. Other large northern sites

included Dzibilchaltun, Yaxcopoil, Yaxuna, Xuenkal, and possibly Ek

Balam, and Okop, although chronological data is almost totally



lacking for the two latter sites. Assuming that only the Maya-

Chichen buildings at Chichen Itza can be assigned to this period,

Chichen Itza must have been a relatively small site during this

time since no more than 10 per cent of the buildings there show-

Pure Florescent architecture. The relationship(s) between T'ho

and Dzibilchaltun during this period are still not known but there

is general agreement that T'ho was a larger, and more important.

site than Dzibilchaltun. Given the large number of known sites in

all parts of the Northern Plains (and in the Puuc region as well).

and assuming that many of these were built (at least in part) and

occupied during the Pure Florescent (Terminal Classic) period, the

northern part of the Yucatan peninsula must have presented a

densely occupied and truly vibrant scene throughout this period.

Following this high point, the situation in the northern

areas appears to have changed radically during the Modified

Florescent (Early Postclassic) period with the coming of the Itza

to Chichen Itza. The exact time of their arrival at Chichen Itza is

still a matter of considerable debate but there is general

agreement that with the arrival of the Itza. Chichen Itza became

the largest and most important site in the northwestern part of

Yucatan and appears to have dominated most of the plains areas

with the exception of the Coba region where Coba itself still

flourished as late as A.D. 1100. The Puuc sites were abandoned

(with the possible exception of Uxmal) by the beginning of this

period in which Toltec Chichen ruled supreme. The problem I see

with this scenario is that it hardly seems possible that there are

still no verified examples of Modified Florescent (Toltec-Chichen)

architecture outside of Chichen Itza itself, given Chichen Itza's

dominant role and we are asked to believe that their control of a

large empire was not accompanied by the spread of their "new"

(Modified Florescent) architecture to other parts of this domain.

Surely the entire population of the northern areas cannot have

gravitated to Chichen Itza leaving the Itza with an essentially-

vacant hinterland, but the architectural record suggests that this

might well be the case.

The Decadent (Late Postclassic) period is as puzzling as the

preceding period as far as architecture is concerned. In this

instance, Decadent architectural remains have been reported only

from Mayapan, a major walled site in the northwestern plains area

about 40 km south of southeast Merida (T'ho ), the present capitol

of the state of Yucatan, from a series of sites along the east coast

of Quantana Roo, and from eastern inland sites such as Coba and

Okop (fig. ). While we have already noted that the architecture

from these widely separated areas is not identical, all are largely

represented by somewhat similar crudely constructed and



generally small buildings, many of which show "Mexican" or

"Toltec" architectural and decorative features of the kind found in

the so-called Toltec-Chichen buildings at Chichen Itza. Once more.

with the exception of the Coba (far eastern plains) area, the

balance of both the western and eastern portions of the Northern

Plains areas appears to have been essentially deserted as no

significant amount of Decadent architecture has been reported

from northern sites other than Mayapan. Like their predecessors

at Chichen Itza, the builders of Mayapan are assumed to have

exerted considerable control over a large portion of the Northern

Plains without leaving any significant traces of this control in the

form of their particular brand of architecture. I, for one, find

this condition almost impossible to accept but am willing to

concede that the fault may well lie in an inadequate data base

rather than an actual lack of additional Decadent remains at other

northern sites.

The relationship(s) between Mayapan and the East Coast

sites is not very clear. According to A. Andrews and Robles

(1986:93) "Late Postclassic northern Yucatan appears to have been

divided into a Western Sphere, dominated by the League of

Mayapan, and an Eastern Sphere, dominated by the loosely allied

cities of (the Province of) Ecab and Cozumel (Island). This

division is evident in the archaeological record, particularly in the

architecture and ceramics." On the other hand, it seems fairly

clear that the East Coast sites maintained close economic ties with

Mayapan, and that both participated in a far-flung trading

network in which northern trade goods, such as salt, cacao, and

shells, were traded for southern area items such as obsidian, jade,

and quetzal plumes (Sabloff, 1990:149). Unfortunately, neither of

these observations does much to explain the many similarities

between the Late Postclassic architecture at Mayapan and that at

sites along the East Coast and on Cozumel Island, which appear to

have a common source. All of the data presently available points

to Chichen Itza as the common denominator for both areas

indicating that the Itza continued to make their presence felt over

a large area after the fall of their capitol at Chichen Itza. Thus.

buildings such as the "Castillo" at Mayapan and the "Castillo" at

Tulum both show some affinities with the Castillo at Chichen Itza,

even though the former are over 220 km apart.

Admitedly, our survey of the architecture in the Northern

Plains and Northeast Coast areas has raised more questions than it

has answered. Prominent among these are the questions

regarding the extent, if any, of the overlap between the Maya-

Chichen and Toltec-Chichen architecture at Chichen Itza, and the

still open questions regarding Puuc-Northern Plains relationships



and the extent to which the commonly held assumptions regarding

the equality of Puuc and Pure Florescent architecture are in fact

correct. From my point of view, however, the dominant question

is how is it possible that important Postclassic polities, such as

those at Chichen Itza and Mayapan. could have successfully

dominated large portions of the Northern Plains without leaving

multiple traces of this domination at numerous sites in their

respective domains in the form of the special brand of

architecture which marks their home bases. Those in power

always want to leave their mark on everything within the domain

they control, and this is particularly true in regard to

architecture, which has the advantage as being an extremely

"visible" and more "permanent" cultural marker. I suspect such

buildings did exist but we just haven't yet found them. If not,

the Postclassic Maya of the Northern Plains succeeded in

developing a new kind of social order, in which power was no

longer expressed in terms of monumental architectural forms.
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APPENDIX

SUMMARIES OF ARCHITECTURE AT SITES IN NORTHERN PLAINS AREAS



ACANCEH

The ruins consist primarily of a large mound (commonly called the

Acropolis) with the remains of several buildings on top and a

large, radial-symmetrical pyramid called the Great Pyramid. Both

structures are found near the center of the modern town of

Acanceh. E. W. Andrews IV (1942, 1965) described the buildings

on top of the Acropolis as follows:

"Structure 1, the building with the famous stucco facade ,

was built during the 1st phase of the Early Period. It has

no base molding and the wall above is made with large,

roughly faced blocks, leaving little or no space between for

a concrete hearting. Vaults are made with deeply tenoned

flat slabs, set in roughly corbeled courses with considerable

spawal between courses. Neither walls or vaults show any

suggestion of veneer and both were finished with a thick

coat of plaster. Medial and cornice moldings consist of a

single rectangular member, and the sloping upper wall zone

was covered with stucco sculpture in deep relief."

Some time later (2nd phase, Early Period) a long narrow building,

Structure 2, was built facing Structure 1. The new building,

though retaining the essential block-wall and slab-vault

construction technique, varied in its external form and according

to Andrews IV:

"It stood on a 35 cm. tall, single-member basal molding, and

although retaining the simple rectangular medial and

superior moldings, replaced the strongly retreating upper

facade of the Stucco Temple with a taller vertical one.

Excavation showed that during the use of the court between

these two structures, the floor level was raised five times.

Finally, both temples were filled with rubble, their doorways

were sealed with masonry of the early type, and the entire

area was filled in to the level of the roofs to serve to serve

as foundation for buildings in the later architectural style.

This final phase is represented by no standing rooms on the

acropolis, but is evident from an abundance of carved stone

facade ornaments, typical veneer wall blocks, finely cut,

deeply tenoned vault stones, and full-width door jambs."

The Great Pyramid, which was first explored by Teobert

Maler, was further excavated and consolidated by Miguel Angel

Fernandez in 1933. According to Fernandez (Marquina, 1951:800),

the pyramid has a radially symmetrical plan and measures about

32 m square along the base. The pyramid itself stands on a low

platform, about 1 m high, and rises in three bodies to a total

height of about 11 m. Fernandez located a low platform on top of

the pyramid, but there was no indication of a superstructure.



Access to the top of the pyramid was by means of stairways on aD

four sides, each about 5 m wide. Large stucco masks once existed

adjacent to the stairway on the uppermost body but these have

now disappeared. The faces shown in the reconstruction drawing

by L. Mac Gregor K. are based on older photos by Maler. The

similarity between this pyramid and Structure E-sub VII at

Uaxactun is unmistakable.

Andrews IV (1942) reaffirmed the details of this pyramid as

follows:

"It is probable, moreover, that the large pyramid in the city

plaza, originally covered by a later structure but now

considerably exposed, also belongs to the early horizon.

Visible fragments are characterized by the use of inset

stairways, rounded, inset corners, a lack of finely cut stone,

and the use of large panels of stucco relief. The plan is

strongly reminiscent of that of early Peten substructures."

See Seler (1915:389-404) and Andrews IV (1942:258 and 1965: 296-

97) and G. Andrews: n.d.) for additional architectural data from

Acanceh.



AKE

The ruins of Ake are situated on the grounds of the hacienda of

the same name, about 30 km east, and slightly south, of Merida.

It was investigated by early explorers such as Stephens (1842)

and Charnay (1888) but was not really studied in any detail until

the middle of this century when Lawrence Roys and Edwin M.

Shook carried out extensive field work at the site. Aspects of

this work were first published in the Carnegie Institution of

Washington's Year Books (No. 48, 50, and 51) and in a more

lengthy report some years later (Roys and Shook, 1966). I visited

the site on several occasions, most recently in 1983, and some

consolidation was carried out at the site around the same time by

the Centro Sureste Yucatan, INAH, under the direction of Rueben

Moldanado. To date, Roys and Shook have provided the most

extensive architectural record of Ake, including detailed data for

10 major structures and very preliminary reports on 17 lesser

structures. Their summary (1966:32) reads in part as follows:

"The site is characterized by large terraced pyramidal

substructures with rounded corners and sometimes with

recessed masonry panels in the terraced faces. Formal

stairways ascend these platforms at a low angle to provide

access to buildings on the summit entered through triple or

multiple doorways. The masonry technique involved the use

of large roughly squared blocks. The vaults exhibit the

inverted-step type of corbeling typical of the Early Classic.

The general assignment of the main building period of the

site to the (Early) classic is confirmed by the presence of

buildings with veneer masonry of Puuc style

stratigraphically over typical Ake block construction. The

great colonnade of Structure 1 was clearly built in the

Classic period and is not to be linked, as earlier writers

have attempted, with the (later) colonnades of the Tula-

Toltec period at sites like Chichen Itza".

There is little I can add to the Roys and Shook description, other

than the photographs included with the present report, which

were made in 1983. See Roys and Shook (1966) for detailed

architectural data from Ake.



BALANCANCHE

The ruins of Balancanche, which are situated about 4 km west of

Chichen Itza, are best known for the cave found there containing

a large number of ceramic vessels and other artifacts (Andrews

IV, 1970). According to Andrews (1970:1), who first visited the

site in the 1930's, a number of buildings were in excellent

condition at that time but by 1970 the superstructures had been

totally destroyed. On the basis of his earlier studies at the site,

Andrews described the architecture as follows:

"The (architectural) remains consist only of a rough

quadrangle of platforms varying in height to about 3 m. All

construction I saw was a product of the Florescent period.

The vaulted buildings were characterized by lower walls

faced with crudely cut blocks, heavily spalled, and more

deeply tenoned than customary in this period, a

characteristic also of contemporary architecture at nearby

Chichen Itza. The vaults were faced with finer blocks, with

the familiar "boot"-shaped tenon. The facades were of more

finely dressed or carved stone."

While I have visited the Cave at Balancanche, there were no extant

architectural remains, other than mounds, and Andrews IV

description is the only record of the architecture there that I

have encountered.



CHACCHOB

The ruins of the walled site of Chacchob are situated in the

District of Tekax, Yucatan, some 11 km southeast of the town of

Teabo. They were first investigated in - detail by Pollock and

Stromsvik (1953) and later by Webster (1978). While there is very-

little standing architecture at the site, Pollock and Stromsvik

(1953: ) described what little could be seen as follows:

"The fact nevertheless remains that all architectural details

well enough preserved to form reliable criteria point to the

Puuc period. The vaulted rooms at the western foot of the

pyramid are unquestionably of Puuc style. Nowhere else at

the site was there noted standing masonry that would

indicate the period of construction. There were, however,

many examples of loose building stones which by reason of

design and style of workmanship might be associated with

the Puuc period. Particularly worthy of mention is the

occurance in the corral walls at the ranch of column shafts

typical of those used in doorways in Puuc buildings. On

the other hand, no mask elements were noted."

Webster (1978) describes the architecture at Chacchob in very

similar terms:

"The whole complex (Structure 1 complex) sits on a low

artificial terrace which also supports several low range

structures, some of which still have intact vaults. Although

construction is in the Puuc style there is little evidence in

the collapsed debris of elaborately carved decorative

elements and this structure, and indeed all structures at

Chacchob, seem to have been rather plain in contrast to the

highly ornate buildings at many other Puuc sites."

The triangular motif in the upper facade illustrated by

Stromsvik and Pollock (fig. ) is actually much like those found on

Early Puuc buildings (Labna, Kiuic) and the apron-type sloping

facade is also found more frequently in buildings in the earlier

Puuc styles as well as those on a few Terminal Classic Puuc

buildings (Kabah, Str. 2C2, 2A4). Round columns with square

capitals in doorways are characteristic of Early Puuc buildings.

but are found only sparingly in Terminal Classic Puuc buildings.



CHICHEN ITZA

The architecture at Chichen Itza has been described by a number

of individuals but the most extensive, and comprehensive reports

have been provided by Stephens (1843), Maudslay (1889-1902),

Seler (1915), Ruppert (1952) Tozzer (1957) and Andrews (1991 m.s.)

Individual buildings or complexes such as the Temple of the

Warriors, Mercado, Court of the Thousand Columns, Monjas

Complex, and Temple of the Three Lintels, have been covered in

separate reports. The architectural data now on hand from these

and other sources can be summarized as follows:

Traditionally, it was assumed that the occupation of Chichen

Itza in the Late-Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic periods was

divided into two discrete periods, marked by the conquest of the

native Maya population by Toltec invaders from Tula in central

Mexico. Evidence for this invasion is based on the premise that

execution of buildings in an architectural style native to the

northern part of the Yucatan peninsula (Maya-Chichen style) was

interrupted, and then replaced, by a different style that is

Mexican or Toltec in origin. This style has been called the Toltec-

Chichen, or Modified Florescent style.

The Maya-Chichen style is represented by some 16

buildings, including Structures 3C7 (Deer House), 3C9 (Red House),

3E3 (Sweat House), 4C1 (Monjas proper, East Wing, Church, and

East Annex), 4D1 (Akabdzib), 5C5 (House of the Shells), 7B3

(Temple of the Three Lintels), 7B4 (Temple of the Four Lintels),

and Structures 5B3, 5B4, 5B7, 5B22, 5C14, 5D2, and 7B2. Possible

additions to this list include Structures 1D2, 3C11, 5A4, 5D4, and

7B1. All of the other buildings recorded by Karl Ruppert (1952)

were executed in the Toltec-Maya style and represent the vast

majority since only 16 of the 162 buildings recorded by Ruppert,

or about 10 per cent, were clearly executed in the Maya-Chichen

style. The better-known Toltec-Maya buildings include Structures

2D1 (Great Ballcourt and its associated temples) 2D2 (Platform of

the Skulls), 2D3 (Platform of the Eagles) 2D4 (Venus Platform), 2D5

(Castillo), 2D8 (Temple of the Warriors), 2D10 (North Colonnade),

3D1 (Southeast Colonnade), 3E1 (Northeast Colonnade), 3D11

(Mercado), 3C15 (Caracol), 3C1 (High Priests Grave) and 3C16

(Temple of the Wall Panels) among others.

Buildings in the Maya-Chichen style are characterized by

substructures with vertical or sloping walls and rounded corners,

superstructures with vertical or sloping walls and rounded

corners, superstructures (buildings) with simple, rectangular base

moldings, generally plain lower walls, Puuc-like multi-member

medial and cornice moldings, both plain and decorated upper wall

zones, the latter carrying large G-frets and long-nosed masks



executed as mosaics, and single-wall, slotted roofcombs which rise

over both front and medial walls. Many of these buildings also

have stone lintels over doorways, carved with hieroglyphic

inscriptions. Construction technology features semi-veneer type

block walls with slab-type, corbelled vaults above.

Most of the Maya-Chichen buildings are range-type

structures, many with lateral rooms at the ends. Notably missing

from the Maya-Chichen inventory are stepped pyramids supporting

one and two-room temple-type buildings.

Toltec-Chichen buildings differ considerably from Maya-

Chichen buildings and their salient features include: substructures

in the form of stepped pyramids, serpent columns in doorways,

ramps decorated with feathered serpents, Atlantean figures

(columns and supports for altars), square and round columns both

in doorways and in interiors, large colonnaded spaces, and

exterior walls with a battered portion at the bottom but no base

moldings. Construction technology includes veneer-over-concrete

walls and concrete vaults faced with well-cut, boot-shaped stones.

Other features included chac mool figures, standard bearers

and roof ornaments as well as naturalistic stone sculpture on both

walls and square columns. Decorative motifs include masks, lines

of warriors, jaguars and eagles, as well as floral and other

designs.

In recent years, the traditional view that Maya-Chichen

(Pure Florescent) and Toltec-Chichen (Modified Florescent) art and

architecture represent two markedly different styles diagnostic of

two successive time periods at Chichen Itza has been challenged

by a number of investigators. Based on reexaminations of the

presently available ethnohistorical, ceramic, artistic, architectural,

and hieroglyphic evidence, new models for Maya-Chichen Toltec-

Chichen relationship^ ) have been proposed ranging from a partial

overlap of anywhere from 50 to 150 years to total overlap. These

models have been discussed at great length by Ball (1979a, b),

Andrews V (1979), Andrews, A.P. and Robles (1986), Lincoln (1986),

Andrews V and Sabloff (1986), and Wren and Schmidt (1991) among

others and need not be repeated here. Based on the works cited

above, it now seems safe to say that evidence is overwhelming in

favor of at least a partial overlap between Maya-Chichen and

Toltec-Chichen remains, whose specific chronological extent has not

yet been determined. See Ruppert (1952), Tozzer (1957), Pollock

(1965), and G. Andrews (1975, n.d.) for data and general

discussions of architecture at Chichen Itza. In addition, see

Bolles (1975), Morris, Chariot, and A. Morris (1931), Ruppert (1935,

1943) for detailed reports on individual buildings at Chichen Itza.



CHUNCHUCMIL

The ruins of Chunchucmil are situated on the grounds of a large

hacienda of the same name, about 25 km from the west coast of

Yucatan. The site was first investigated by Ed Kurjack and David

Vlcek (1976, 1978a, b) and I made a brief visit to the site in 1981,

accompanied by Kurjack. My notes from this visit are as follows:

"Visited central core area and area to north, where many

large and medium-sized pyramids are found. Some

pyramidal mounds stand on low platforms, while others seem

to start at natural ground level. The site is very flat and

all mounds and sacbeob stand out in sharp relief. We did

not see any really large pyramid-platform complexes of the

kind found at Oxkintok, for example, although there are

many rectangular complexes on low platforms with interior

courtyards.

The visible architecture is Early Period (late?) and we

noted many moderately well-cut wall-type blocks in debris.

The highest pyramidal mound has remains of vaulted

masonry building on top, consisting of two parallel rooms

covered with corbeled vaults. One vault has an unusual

form as there are only three courses of vault stones which

are set vertically. The rooms are very narrow and the

capstone span is about .60 m. The walls, which still showed

traces of plaster, were faced with small, roughly dressed

blocks deeply tailed into shallow hearting."



COBA

The architectural remains at Coba have been described in some

detail by Thompson, Pollock and Chariot (1932, Folan (1983),

Benavides (1981), and Andrews (1991 m.s.) What seems clear from

all these studies is that two very different kinds of architecture

anmd architectural styles are found at Coba. The first, and

earliest of these, which is generally described as showing some

affiliation with the southern areas (Peten and Usumacinta), is best

exemplified by buildings such as the West Building of El Cuartel

Group, and many of the range-type structures in the Coba and

other groups. The great stepped pyramids of the Coba Group

(Iglesia) and Nohoch Mul Group (Ixmoja) are also in this style. In

these buildings, walls are faced with semi-veneer type blocks and

vaults are faced with very thin slabs with much chinking between

courses. On the exterior, buildings are rather plain and generally

carry simple, rectangular moldings. Many upper facades are

vertical, but others show an inward slope from bottom to top.

Decoration, in the form of applied sculpture is relatively rare.

Buildings in this style have been dated to the Late and Terminal

Classic periods (A.D. 600-1000). What is abundantly clear is that

buildings in this style show no similarities to the architecture at

Chichen Itza (Maya-Chichen or Toltec-Chichen) or to any of the

Puuc styles (early or late).

Buildings in the second style, such as the temple-shrines in

the Coba Group, the Pinturas Group, Sr. Thompson's temple, and

the upper temple of the Nohoch Mul pyramid-temple are postclassic

constructions, dating to the same period as the postclassic

architecture found at numerous sites along the East Coast, and in

particular at Tulum. Folan (1983) suggested that the postclassic

architecture could well be the result of coastal peoples moving

into Coba between A.D. 1250-A.D. 1441, following a hiatus (A.D.

1000-1250) when few buildings were built and no stela were

erected.



^COLONIA YUCATAN

I have not visited this site but W.R. Coe (1952:189-90) described

the ruins as follows:

"The five principal mounds constituting the site

(though workers in the area report scattered, relatively

insignificant mounds peripheral to the main group) are

arranged as two parallel mounds to the north (the only ones

considered here) and three others approximately 100 m to

the south. There is some evidence that the intervening

area was paved with small square-cut stones. The group is

uncleared but removal of surface rubble (perhaps a

structure) for purposes of local road building has exposed

in the north mounds and architecture somewhat unlike types

usually found in adjacent areas. Unfortunately, only a brief

study of the ruins was possible.

The removal of rubble towards the north end of one

mound was sufficient to disclose the following distinctive

elements: non-veneer masonry with a heavy smooth stucco

overlay, inset corners, receding upper wall zones of a

building or terrace which decidedly project beyond lower

wall zones, ,
and lower zones which appear to be set on a

noticeable batter (fig. 1). The corners of upper and

especially lower wall zones are rounded. Moldings, other

than the broad aprons formed by the upper wall zones, are

absent as far as could be determined. No ornamentation was

found, but an exposed section in the other mound showed

black and red striping on the lower wall zone of a buried

structure, which, although there was little to go on, is

identical perhaps in type to that just described.

With due regard to the inadequacy of information on

Colonia Yucatan, about all one can say is that its

architecture suggests stylistic and perhaps temporal

affiliation with Classic sites in both central and northern

areas. If there is any truth in this, the Colonia Yucatan

material may possibly represent a northern Early Classic

site far closer in type to Acanceh, thought by many

probably to be Early Classic, than, say, to the pre-Puuc

architecture of Oxkintok, (Shook, "Explorations in the Ruins

of Oxkintok," pp. 168-69; fig. 3). It is worth noting that

Acanceh, on ceramic evidence, was occupied in Late

Formative times (Brainerd, "Early Ceramic Horizons in

Yucatan".

Though the evidence is admittedly shaky, Colonia

Yucatan, as now exposed, does seem to represent an Early

Classic site of the northern area. Two distinct types of



architecture may have co-existed in this area during Early

Classic times, namely, that represented by Colonia Yucatan

and, perhaps, Acanceh in the northern and central parts,

and by Oxkintok in the west. During Late Classic times, the

former style may possibly have perpetuated itself at Coba,

to be superseded by the East Coast style; that of pre-Puuc

Oxkintok clearly eventuated in typical Puuc architecture."



CUCA

The site of Cuca lies in the henequen zone of the northwestern

plains of Yucatan. It is a good-sized site which consists of two

separate zones delineated by a set of two concentric walls; the

inner zone contains most of the large, ornate civic architecture,

unfortunately now mostly fallen. Webster (1978: ) described the

architectural remains as follows:

"Mid-way up the east face, and roughly in the center of

Structure V, is a long vaulted room (the vault now mostly

fallen) with a colonnaded entryway and lintels preserved

along the front (fig. 7). It is clear that this is only one of

a series of rooms running along the east side of the

building on this level, and probably there were several

other levels with linearly-arranged rooms as well.

Architectural style is good Puuc, with well-cut vault and

wall masonry still remaining in some places, a thin coating

of plaster (originally red?) ....Carved decorative stone and

architectural elements are to be seen in the collapsed debris

of most of the large buildings. Particularly conspicuous are

fragments of large cylindrical columns and lintel/door- jamb

slabs similar to those still in place on Structure V."

*



CULUBA

The ruins of Culuba have been described by E.W. Andrews IV

(1942), E.W. Andrews V (1979), and G. Andrews (1991 m.s.). As

presently understood, the ruins consist of three groups (Groups

A, B, C) but only Groups A and B have well preserved buildings.

Culuba appears to be an unusual site since it includes

building remains in three, and possibly four, different

architectural styles. These include: 1) the six-room building in

Group A with U-shaped facade decoration, which appears to

represent the earliest construction at the site; 2) the Puuc-like

building in Group B; 3) the two colonnaded structures in Group C

described by Andrews IV and V; and 4) a pyramidal structure in

Group C which may have had a Postclassic East Coast type temple-

shrine superstructure.

STRUCTURE 1, GROUP A

Structure 1 of Group A is a long, range-type building (Type 2a)

with six rooms; five rooms in line with a single additional room

behind the central room. It stands on a low, but fairly large,

platform and faces south overlooking a level plaza. Both the

lower and upper wall zones are decorated with a series of

recessed U-shapes, with the open end of the U's at the top.

Since the outer faces of the blocks with the U-shapes are flush

with the face of the alternating plain blocks, the finished surface

when plastered would have shown only vertical and horizontal

rows of recessed U-shapes in a non-mosaic form.

Although the recessed U-shapes seen in both the lower and

upper wall zones of Structure 1 are unusual to say the least, they

are not unique since Karl Ruppert (1935) found a large number of

sculptured stones with somewhat similar recessed U-shapes while

excavating the West Annex of the Caracol at Chichen Itza. The

Chichen examples had very narrow incised U's, compared to those

from Structure 1 at Culuba but the basic form is essentially the

same (see photo). None of the stones with the U-shapes were still

in place on the West Annex but since the lower walls (in situ)

were plain, the U's must have come from the upper facade. Their

number suggested to Ruppert that they were used in two rows.

In contrast, there are three horizontal rows of U-shapes in the

upper wall zone of Structure 1 at Culuba.

The dating of Structure 1, Group A, presents several

problems, particularly in view of the U-shaped decorative motifs

in the upper facade of the West Annex of the Caracol at Chichen

Itza. Stylistically, the West Annex is a "Toltec-Maya" building,

whose front room is a colonnaded hall spanned by two vaults

supported by a double row of columns and the rear wall. Whether



or not we accept either the partial overlap or total overlap models

for Chichen-Maya (Pure Florescent) buildings vs. Toltec-Maya

(Modified Florescent) buildings, the West Annex of the Caracol

cannot have been constructed earlier than AD 860-880 and might

well be later.

In contrast, Andrews V (1979) has suggested a construction

date equivalent to late Tepeu 1 or Tepeu 2 (about AD 700) for

Structure 1 of Group A at Culuba, based on its crude stonework

and molding profiles. If Andrews' V suggestion is correct.

Structure 1 must have been built 150-200 years earlier than the

West Annex of the Caracol and the U-shaped designs on the

facade of the latter building must be the result of influences from

Culuba to Chichen Itza and not the reverse as would be expected,

given that Culuba is a minor site compared to Chichen Itza.

GROUP B, STRUCTURE 1

Structure 1 is a long, range-type building (Type 4-a) with a

single row of six rooms. While the main facade has completely

fallen, much of the rear wall is well preserved and shows Puuc-

like decorative forms in the upper wall zone. These include both

simple and complex latticework, as well as stacked, long-nosed

masks.

As described above, Structure 1 of Group B is indeed a

Puuc-like building and as noted by Andrews V (1979), its

architectural and decorative features show some resemblances to

those seen in the Palace at Labna and the Nunnery buildings at

Uxmal. For me, these similarities raise the question as to whether

the assumed Puuc influences arrived directly from the Puuc

region itself or by way of Chichen Itza. I believe the latter is

actually the case for reasons outlined below.

Certainly Culuba is considerably closer to Chichen Itza than

it is to any of the major sites in the Puuc heartland, including

Uxmal, and all of the Puuc-like architectural and decorative

features that are seen in, or on, Structure 1 of Group B at Culuba

are also found on many of the Chichen-Maya (Pure Florescent)

buildings at Chichen Itza. These features are particularly

prominent at Chichen buildings such as the Temple of the Three

Lintels and various parts of the Nunnery Complex. In addition, I

believe it is significant that the vaults of the Culuba building are

more like the vaults of the Maya-Chichen buildings at Chichen Itza

than they are to the concrete vaults faced with specialized wedge

or boot-shaped stones seen in typical Late Classic Puuc buildings

(within Puuc Region).

Further support for the Chichen Itza connection comes from

the proposal that Chichen Itza undertook far reaching military



incursions at the end of the Classic period in order to disrupt

older trade routes and to establish a new long-distance trade

network. The recent identification of Isla Cerritos, a site off the

northern Yucatan coast, as a strategic trading post utilized by

Chichen Itza supports this hypothosis (Andrews and Gallareta,

1986). While Culaba is not on a direct line to Isla Cerritos, it is

hardly possible that it did not fall under the control of, or

certainly within the zone of influence of Chichen Itza.



DZAN

The ruins of Dzan are situated in the modern village of Dzan,

which is located about 6 km east of Ticul. According to Roys

(1952:177):

"Outside of Izamal and Acanceh, one of the most interesting

Maya remains in a modern town is at Dzan. ...Here is a

standing superstructure, in existance only because it had

been buried in the course of building a higher

substructure. It was uncovered when a shapeless mound of

rough stone was being demolished in recent times to furnish

material to repair the church, according to a local report."

The mound in question is not far from the church, on the north

side of the plaza, and according to Roys:

"its present height is about 8-9 m, not including the

standing structure near the top. What remains of the

standing building is about 6 m by 3.8 m. It is rectangular

and contains either one vault or a single range, surmounted

by a flying facade pierced with windows, on the south side

facing the plaza. The building proper is of masonry faced

with roughly rectangular blocks: but the flying facade is of

slab masonry formerly covered by stucco. The vault is

corbeled with inverted steps of cut stone and the room is

filled with loose rubble."

Brainerd (1958:23-24) provided additional notes on the architecture

at Dzan:

"Just north of the northwest corner of the main plaza lies

the center and north side of a considerable mound showing

part of a standing structure with veneer type walls, a

medial molding, and a cornice and vault, with plaster roof in

place, upon which stands a wall seemingly of Spanish

construction. The vault facing was missing in the area

observed

Thirty meters northeast of the corner of calles 26 and 25 is

a building ruin bearing three columns 40 cm in diameter

centered in the building front and spaced 1.5 meters apart.

Vestiges of a sculptured molding belonging to this building

were found. Larger column drums were observed

nearby As far as could be told by the pottery, the ruins

had all been Florescent of the Puuc type, and Mexican."

Brainerd's notes, together with those of Roys (1952), indicate that

both Early period, and Florescent architecture once existed in

Dzan, suggesting a fairly long period of occupation.



DZIBILCHALTUN

The architecture at Dzibilchaltun has been described in

considerable detail by E.W. Andrews IV (1965a, b, 1973), Kurjack

(1974), Andrews IV (1979, 1980), Andrews IV and V (1980) and need

not be repeated here. For purposes of the present discussion, it

can be noted that of the 240 vaulted masonry buildings recorded

at Dzibilchaltun, 237 were constructed during the Copo phase,

including 150 dating to Early period II, 73 to the Pure

"Florescent, and 14 combining masonry traits of both (Kurjack,

1974b). Early period architecture is best represented by

Structures 38, 57, and 1-sub (Temple of the Seven Dolls).

Unfortunately, no Pure Florescent buildings remain standing at

Dzibilchaltun and evidence for the stylistic aspects of these

buildings is based entirely on material recovered from debris. It

should also be noted that there are no major structures at

Dzibilchaltun which can be dated to the Modified Florescnet

(Zipche phase) and most of the architectural effort during the

Decadent period (Chemchem phase) was channeled into

refurbishing and reusing structures of earlier centuries (Andrews

IV and V, 1980:312).

To summarize, there is a substantial amount of Early period

(phase I and II) architecture at Dzibilchaltun although most

buildings in this style have collapsed. The 78 Pure Florescent

structures are known only from materials seen in, or recovered

from, debris, and in this connection it is important to keep in

mind that many of the carved stones from facades and moldings

thus recovered differ in design from those that are characteristic

for buildings in the Puuc region executed in the Colonnette,

Mosaic, or Late Uxmal styles. The fact that there is no Modified

Florescent architecture at the site merely confirms the pattern

seen elsewhere in the northern plains where there are also no

known examples of Modified Florescent architecture outside of

Chichen Itza.



DZILAM (Dzilam Gonzolez)

The ruins at Dzilam were first reported by Bishop Landa (1566)

and later by John Lloyd Stephens (1843) under the name Silan.

Two stelae found there have been discussed by a number of

individuals (Morley, Gann, Proskouriakoff) but Stephens provided

the most extensive account of the ruined structures.

"In the suburbs I discovered unexpectedly the towering

memorial of another ruined city, and riding into the plaza,

saw at one angle, near the wall of the church, the gigantic

mound represented in Plate L, the grandest we had seen in

the country. Much as we had seen of ruins, the unexpected

sight of this added immensely to the interest of our long

journeying among the remains of aboriginal grandeur.

Leaving my horse at the casa real, and directing the alcade

to see about getting one for Doctor Cabot, I walked over to

the mound. At the base, and inside of the wall of the

church, were five large orange trees, loaded with fruit. A

group of Indians were engaged in getting stone out of the

mound to repair the wall, and a young man was

superintending them, whom I immediately recognized as the

padre. He accompanied me to the top of the mound; it was

one of the largest we had seen, being about fifty feet high

and four hundred feet long. There was no building or

structure of any kind visible; whatever had been upon it

had fallen or been pulled down. The church, the wall of

the yard, and the few stone houses in the village, had been

built from materials taken from it.

In walking along the top we reached a hole, at the

bottom of which I discovered the broken arch of a ceiling,

and looked through it into an apartment below. This

explained the character of the structure. A building had

extended the whole length of the mound, the upper part of

which had fallen, and the ruins had made the whole along,

confused, and undistinguishable mass. The top commanded

an extensive view of a great wooded plain, and near by,

rising above the trees, was another mound, which, within a

few years, had been crowned with an edifice, called, as at

Chichen and Tuloom, El Castillo. The padre, a young man,

but little over thirty, remembered when this Castillo stood

with its doorways open, pillars in them, and corridors

around."

I visited the site in 1983 and my photos show a corner of the

large mound described by Stephens, featuring a portion of a

vertical wall, surmounted by a sloping wall. Both walls are faced



with moderately well dressed blocks varying in size, set in

somewhat uneven courses. My notes give no information in regard

to any rooms associated with these walls, which may belong to a

substructure rather than a building. Andrews IV (1965:299)

believed that the pyramid at Dzilam was erected during the first

phase of the Early period (280-590), making it contemporary with

the Temple of the Stucco Facade at Acanceh.

u> 2



EK BALAM

The ruins of Ek Balam were first reported by Desire Charnay

(1886, 1933) and were later investigated by S.G. Morley and Jean

Chariot (1928). I visited the site in 1983 and obtained some

architectural data on structures in two different groups (Groups A

and B).

While Morley's recognition of the size and importance of the

site accords well with my own impressions, his description of the

architecture is completely at odds with my data. According to

Morley (1928) "the buildings are low and built entirely of crudely

dressed masonry, recalling the low arched chambers of buildings

on the East Coast, which are of late origin."

In contrast, none of the buildings I saw match Morley's

description in any way. Structure A-1 (building on "acropolis"

near north end of site) has a high, fairly well-finished corbelled

vault, Puuc-like stonework in walls, and Puuc-like medial molding.

Structures 1 and 2 of Group B, though showing somewhat cruder

(and different) stonework than that seen in Structure A-1, also

have high vaults and stike me as monumental in scale, whereas

Postclassic East Coast buildings are mostly small, and tend to be

diminutive in scale.

GROUP A (Acropolis)

Group A is an acropolis-like complex which consists of a very

high, cut-stone faced platform with remains of several buildings

on top. Only one building (Structure 1) is sufficiently well

preserved to offer any architectural detail. A portion of the

north side of the main platform is still preserved, showing a

sloping, cut-stone faced wall, about 3.95 m high, with a two or

three member molding at top. Lower apron-type molding formed

with 4 courses of stones and rectangular molding above formed

with 3 courses. Upper member now mostly fallen (see photo).

The wall and molding described above stand on a lower platform

of uncertain height, now almost completely destroyed.

STRUCTURE 1, GROUP A

Structure 1 of Group A is represented by the remains of a badly

fallen building on the upper level of the Acropolis. This building

apparently had rooms in two rows but its plan cannot be

determined without excavation. Structure 1 was seen and

photographed by Charnay in 1886 (Davis: 1981, fig. 50) and has

changed little since Charnay's time. In some respects, Structure

A-1 is reminiscent of Structure 1, Group B at Culuba, since both

buildings show very similar stonework in walls and vault and the



medial moldings have the same profile. There is no indication that

Structure A-1 at Ek Balam carried facade decoration similar to

that seen on the Puuc-like building at Culuba but otherwise, the

similarities are sufficient to suggest that both buildings arose

from the same architectural tradition.

GROUP B

Our very limited exploration indicated that Group B consisted of

three major elements: 1) a long, 5 m high platform with two

buildings on top arranged end to end; 2) a fallen building on a

very low platform just north of platform with standing buildings;

and 3) a plaza on the west side of large platform with pieces of

several broken stelae, showing traces of human figures and

hieroglyphic inscriptions, as well as a pot-bellied human figure

with head missing. A large pyramid can be seen about 25 m west

of the south end of the large platform of Group B but I assume

the pyramid is part of a different group.

GROUP B, STRUCTURE 1

North building of pair of buildings arranged end to end on top of

5 m high platform. Structure 1 appears to have had six rooms;

two parallel rows of three rooms each with doorways on east side.

Rooms, together with main facade, now mostly fallen but south end

wall relatively well preserved.

GROUP B, STRUCTURE 2

South building of pair of buildings on high platform, with main

axis running north-south. Structure 2 appears to have had the

same plan as Structure 1 (see above). Rooms now mostly fallen

but large portion of rear (west) wall and south end wall are still

standing.

While exterior details of Structure 2 of Group B are similar

to those of Structure 1 of same group, they are not identical,

since there are no projecting stones in medial molding or upper

wall zone of that portion of end wall of Structure 1 still intact.

Stonework and vaults of both buildings are very similar, however,

and I believe that both date from the same period. While I have

no data suggesting any kind of specific dating for either

Structure 1 or 2 of Group B, I believe they are early in relation

to Structure 1 of Group A, the latter comparable to the Maya-

Chichen (Pure Florescent) buildings at Chichen Itza which

probably date to Late Terminal Classic period.



HALAKAL

The ruins are situated about 4 km northeast of Chichen Itza.

According to Ruppert (1952:155) the remains of a small building

standing on a low, stepped platform, included a section of the

upper wall zone fallen en bloc. This section included remnants of

Puuc-like medial and cornice moldings, with a continuous row of

plain colonnetes in the upper wall zone between the moldings

(ibid: fig. 115). A hieroglyphic lintel, believed to have come from

this building, was found in a water trough of the plantation of

Halakal.

The building described above is of particular interest since

it is the only known example in either the western or eastern

northern plains areas of what appears to be a rather typical Puuc

Colonnette style building.



IKIL

The ruins of Ikil are situated in the north-central part of the

northern plains area, about 9.6 km south of Libre Union. This

puts it about 21 km west, and slightly south, of the better known

ruins of Chichen Itza. The site consists of a single large pyramid

some 25 m tall, surrounded by a number of low platform mounds.

none of which carry building remains. E.W. Andrews IV and

George Stuart (1968) provided the only substantial report on the

site. I visited the ruins on two occasions (1968 and 1974) but my

data simply confirms the excellent coverage of the architectural

remains provided earlier by Andrews and Stuart. Andrews' basic

data on the four-level pyramid (Structure I) is given below:

Structure I ranks among the largest architectural

monuments of the northern Maya area. Originally it

consisted of a single Early period building (which we will

refer to as the summit temple) atop a platform that rose in

three steps to a height of 19 m. The building brought the

total height of Structure I to about 25 m. The present

height of the ruin is 24.6 m. The presence of a roof comb

or flying facade, of which we shall see there is some

evidence, would have considerably increased this dimension.

The whole platform-summit temple complex rested on a level

terrace which varied in height, depending on the contours

of underlying bedrock, from a few centimeters to more than

a meter.

During the first phase of the Florescent period, three

stories of rooms were added to Structure I, each backed

against a zone of the original platform so as to cover it

completely. Each quadrant of this expanded structure

contained an estimated six rooms: three at ground level, two

on the second level, and one on the third a total addition

of 24 rooms. The roof of each story in turn formed a

terrace fronting the level of rooms above. Along with these

additions, four broad stairways (7.65 m wide on the west)

were put in, covering or supplanting the original

accessway(s) to the summit temple. The new stairways

apparently passed very close to, perhaps even touched

flush with, each roof-terrace edge. However, to further

facilitate communication between rooms on the same level but

in different quadrants, portal vaults were built beneath the

stairways, at least on the second and third levels.

The masonry of the added stories contrasts strikingly

with that of the summit temple: walls were faced with

squared veneer stones laid in regular courses over a



concrete matrix, and vaults were built with boot-shaped

beveled blocks (fig. 8). The outer facades were patterened

around the usual three horizontal moldings, basal, medial,

and superior.

The basal molding of the first, or lowest, story is

nowhere exposed. That of the second story is intact near

its southwest corner, and consisted of two horizontal zones

separated by a bamd of small vertical columnar insets. The

upper zone bears a simple motif of repeating rectilinear

frets in slight relief. The corresponding molding of the

third story, intact near the south edge of the west

staircase, rises in two unadorned steps, and is higher than

that of the second story. A portion of medial molding,

visible near this same place, consists of beveled members

(fig. 8). No part of the superior molding for any level is

visible in the ruin.

To judge from occasional mask elements, spindles,

lattice components, and column drums, the upper facades

were at least partially decorated with panels of carved

mosaic distinctive of the Florescent period, and at least

some of the doorways were colonnaded."



IZAMAL

The ruins of Izamal were first reported by Friar Diego de Landa

(Gates, 1978) who described and illustrated the huge pyramid-

platform complex now known as Kinich-Kak-Moo. Additional

descriptions and illustrations were provided by several 19th

century explorers such as John Lloyd Stephens (1843), Desire

Charnay (1888) and W.H. Holmes (1895). Numerous brief references

to the site have appeared in recent years but the most

comprehensive description and discussion was provided by Charles

Lincoln (1980: pp. 24-69).

Unfortunately, there are no ancient buildings

(superstructures) still standing at Izamal although Lincoln (1980,

figs. 5-8) included drawings of several mosaic-type sculptured

stones recovered from the debris of Mound 16 (Ppapp-hol-chac),

indicating the former presence of a Pure Florescent

superstructure on the platform now supporting the Franciscan

convent and church. Thus, the archaeological record is confined

to descriptions of the remaining mounds and illustrations of the

gigantic stucco heads found many years ago by Stephens,

Charnay, and Holmes on the sides of Structure 12 (Kabul). One of

these heads, which Stephens found on the south side of the

substructure, was illustrated by Catherwood (Stephens, 1843, Plate

LI). Stephens said that this head was 7'-8" high and 7'-0" wide.

Both Charnay (1888) and Holmes (1895), fig. 27) described and

illustrated a different head from the west side of the same

structure and Holmes also included a sketch of the "Colossal

Stucco Relief" on the same side of this structure, showing a

reclining human figure. None of these stucco figures can be seen

at the present time as this mound has suffered considerable

damage over the past 150 years.

Lincoln's map shows about 25 different mounds and four

sacbeob, but my notes refer only to the colossal mound known as

Kinich-kak-moo (Structure 11). This structure consists of two

main parts: 1) a huge platform with rounded corners, measuring

about 200 m on a side and 17-19 m high; and 2) a stepped

pyramid also with rounded corners, which stands near the north

end of the main platform. The pyramid, which has 9 levels,

measures about The south side of the main platform has a

monumental stairway divided into two rooms by an intermediate

platform on its south side, made with megalithic sized stones, and

the upper pyramid has a narrower stairway, also on the south

side, with ramps along both edges. There is no sign of a

superstructure on top of this pyramid but in his description of

this structure Landa (Gates, 1978) mentiones a beautiful finely



worked chapel of stone on top of the pyramid but it is not clear

if he meant an ancient Maya temple or a Spanish chapel.

Stephens (1843:98) claimed that the main substructure had interior

chambers but I was unable to verify this claim.

The other major structures, including Paap-hol-chac

(Structure 16), Hun-pic-tok (Structure 15), Itzam-na (Structure

17), and Kabul (Structure 12), together with Structures 7, 18, 19,

23, and 24 have been described in some detail by Lincoln (1980:33-

47) and these discriptions need not be repeated*! here.

Nearly all investigators agree that with one or two

exceptions, the major mounds and the great stucco heads at Izamal

were constructed during the 1st phase of the Early period and

are probably contemporary with the Early period structures at

Ake, with which it is connected by a 32 km. long sacbe. The

exceptions include Structure 16 (Ppapp-hol-chac) which appears to

date to the Pure Florescent period, and the stairway on the south

side of the upper pyramid of Structure 11 (kinich-kak-moo) which

might be a late addition dating to the Modified Florescent period.



KIZIL

I have not visited this site but Roys (1952:161) provided the

following descriptions:

"The ruins are fairly extensive. The largest mound may

have been a structure of the "palace" type; and beside it

one which seemed to have been a temple pyramid. An old

excavation in the top of the latter shows the interior of a

buried structure of rough masonry, with an uneven coat of

plaster over the rough surfaces of the side walls and vault.

The rude stone blocks were not large, and it reminded me

somewhat of the interior of the well-known temple with

exterior stucco reliefs at Acanceh. On the summit and

slopes of this mound were a few smoothly surfaced blocks,

which would appear to represent a later phase of the

architecture at the site. A cylindrical drum of a column lay

at the foot of the mound. Round columns sometimes divide

the triple doorways in the Puuc, and colonnades of pillars

composed of cylindrical drums occur both at Chichen Itza

and at Mayapan, so it seems hard to place in time those at

Kizil, especially since it is doubtful that they are in situ.

Of special interest is a low platform of some size about 1.5

m high close to the road. There is little debris on it, and

it is constructed of massive stone blocks reminiscent of

Ake".

According to Roys and Shook (1966:49):

"Another site with wavy wall surfaces and block masonry

like that at Acanceh is Kizil, about 3 km north of Uman.

The presence of these masonry techniques suggests that

this style of construction extended across a considerable

part of Yucatan."

Judging from these descriptions, it is possible there were

three types of architecture at Kizil: 1) megalithic, Early period

construction as seen in low platform; 2) Early period 1 or 11

building, buried inside of later structure; and 3) Pure Florescent

architecture as suggested by well-cut wall stones and column

drums seen in debris.



MAYAPAN

The ruins of Mayapan were first reported by John Lloyd Stephens

(1843) who described and illustrated a large pyramid, known as

the Castillo, a round building, reminiscent of the Caracol at

Chichen Itza, together with several "rude" sculptures. E.W.

Andrews IV (1942) provided a more detailed description of the

architecture of Mayapan as follows:

A minor early occupation of the site is indicated by a

number of re-used, finely cut stones in the buildings of the

central group. No structures of this period remain,

however, although it is possible that an unexcavated interior

building immediately below the present superstructure of

the Pyramid of Kukulcan (Structure 10) may belong to that

horizon.

The vast majority of remains at the site consist of

small unit shrines and colonnaded palace-type structures

employing either thin-drummed round columns or

anthropomorphic supports for flat beam-and-mortar roofs, as

did a few atypical structures whose plans were almost

certainly copied from Chichen Itza proto-types. The

resemblance of the large round tower at Mayapan to the

Caracol at Chichen has often been mentioned. The latest

superstructure of the great pyramid at Mayapan is identical

in plan with the Chichen Castillo, although very differently

constructed and with unvaulted roof. Two small round

temples excavated had ground plans similar to that of the

Casa Redonda at Chichen.

Except where a few stones were re-used from the

earlier period mentioned, both walls and vaults at Mayapan

were constructed of completely uncut, rough blocks, with no

tendency toward veneer. No prepared outer face is

recognizable on blocks in fallen debris, and the absence of

cubical form made coursing next to impossible. Although no

facades at Mayapan stand as high as the medial molding, it

is evident from debris that the profile was normally that of

a single two-or sometimes three-member molding with

restricted upper zone, and the elaborate carved stone

mosaic so typical of earlier period facades was absent."

The site was more extensively explored by personnel from the CIW

over succeeding years (Pollock, Roys, Proskouriakoff and Smith,

1962) and Pollock summarized his impression of the architecture in

much the same vein as Andrews IV.

"It has been mentioned that the early buildings at Mayapan

very probably imitated those of Chichen Itza, and this



influence, mainly expressed in the cult of Kukulcan, carried

on in the new city for some time. There was, however, a

vast difference in execution. The magnificent Classic

tradition of the Maya had, of course, long since disappeared

in anything like its pure form, but a part of that tradition

had survived through sheer impetus, or a sort of hybrid

vigor, or even perchance because the two cultures were in

part contemporaneous, in the imposing architecture, powerful

sculpture, and excellent ceramics of the Maya-Toltec

civilization of Chichen Itza. Now that too was gone. Civic

and religious buildings were smaller in scale, less massive in

design, and the lofty stone vaults of the great structures at

Chichen Itza were all but forgotten, being replaced by flat-

ceilinged beam-and-mortar roofs. There was no fine cutting

and shaping of stone for building or for sculpture. Indeed,

the stone itself was selected with little care, most of it

being of inferior quality. Poor masonry was hidden by

quantities of plaster, and there was the tendency to resort

to modeling in stucco in place of carving in stone. Such

stone sculpture as there was seems for the most part to

have relied on stucco and paint for the final effect, and

even allowing for the present eroded condition, there

appears to have been little of artistic merit. Pottery and

the products of the lesser arts and industries were almost

without exception of poor quality. Mayapan was born when

civilization was in eclipse, and, in spite, or perhaps because,

of the numerous foreign influences that moved across the

/ peninsula and filtered into the city, culture never again

approached the excellence of earlier centuries."

While the relationship(s) between Mayapan and Chichen Itza are

still not entirely clear, virtually all investigators concur that

Mayapan flourished during what is generally called the Decadent

(Late Postclassic) period in the northern plains, and that most of

its architecture dates from this period. Similar architecture is

found at numerous sites on the East Coast (Quintana Roo) and

many of the latter sites were still occupied at the time of the

arrival of the Spaniards in the 16th century.



OKOP

According to Pollock (1954: 291-292), who paid a brief visit to the

site in 1954, the remains of small temple buildings he noted on top

of several pyramids were executed in the East Coast (Late

Postclassic) style. These buildings showed heavy walls, crude

masonry, and rough vaults which stepped in on all four sides. A

stela discovered during the same visit, though lacking glyphs, was

dated stylistically at 9.9.0.0.0 to 9.11.0.0.0 (A.D. 613-662) by

Proskouriakof.

In 1966 Okop was reinvestigated in greater detail by Reginal

Wilson (1974) and Jack Walker, and several years later Bill Clap

(1969) made several visits to the site, during which three groups

of structures were investigated (Groups A, B, and C), and two

sacbeob were found as well as three stelae. These latter

investigations shosed that Okop was a very large site, perhaps

the 2nd largest in Quintana Roo after Coba.

Of particular interest are details of three of the temples in

Group B investigated by Wilson (1974, figs. 1, 5, 6), since portions

of the facades of these temples are still preserved. The tiny

doorway in Structure 1 of Group B, which measures only 43 cm

wide by 80 cm high, has doorjambs formed with round columns

with Puuc-like capitals (fig. ) and there is a similar column

centered in the doorway of Structure 25 of the same group (fig.

). Both of these columns are nearly identical to those shown in

early C.I.W. photos from Yaxuna (figs. ). These small buildings

also appear to have recessed lintels over their doorways. The

small blocks used for wall facings of all three temples at Okop,

which are roughly squared and moderately well-cut, differ

considerably from the rough stonework seen in the East Coast

type temples at Coba or at sites on the coast itself. In spite of

this, both Pollock and Wilson equate the small temples with

Postclassic East Coast structures.

Given the data described above, the developmental situation

at Okop seems similar to that at Coba, since both have stelae

dating to the Late Classic period, both have small, crudely-

constructed East Coast type temples standing on top of high

pyramids, and both have intra-site sacbeob which at Coba are

dated to the Late/Terminal Classic.



SANTA BARBARA

I have not visited this site and the only data on its architectures

comes from Karl Herbert Mayer (1982), who examined the remains

of a small, partly standing building. The building shown in

Mayer's photo (1982, fig. 3) must have been either L-shaped or U-

shaped as there is a slightly projecting wing at one end. This

photo also shows an upper facade with a two-member medial

molding with projecting rectangular members, and what appears to

be a two-member cornice molding with a rectangular lower member

and outward sloping coping member above. The main portion of

the upper wall zone is faced with small, well-cut square blocks

and there is a plain recessed panel above what appears to be a

doorjamb below. The projecting wing shows a very curious detail

in which the cornice molding is enlarged at the inner corner

forming a dropped down panel which then turns the corner.

The stylistic attributes of this building are not consistent

with either Early period or Pure Florescent buildings in the

northwestern plains nor are they really like any of the early or

late Puuc styles. Mayer (1982:226) believes that the sculpture

from Santa Barbara, which includes hieroglyphic inscriptions, is

similar to that seen at western Puuc sites such as Xcalumkin,

Oxkintok, and Acanmul and further investigation may well show

architectural affinities with sites such as Oxkintok, which has both

early and late Puuc architecture.



SIHO

The ruins of Siho were first described by John Lloyd Stephens

(1843:116-17). According to Stephens, the site is on the grounds

of the old hacienda Sijoh (Siho) and is represented by several

different groups.

"We continued on to another mound nearer than the first.

where we dismounted and tied our horses to the bushes.

This mound was a solid mass of masonry, about thirty feet

high, and nearly square. The stones were large, one at the

corner measuring six feet in length by three in width, and

the sides were covered with thorns and briers. On the

south side was a range of steps still in good condition, each

fifteen inches high, and in general three feet long. On the

other sides the stones rose in a pyramidal form, but without

steps. On the top was a stone building, with its wall as

high as the cornice standing. Above this the facade had

fallen, but the mass of stone and mortar which formed the

roof remained, and within the apartment was precisely like

the interior of the buildings at Uxmal, having the same

distinctive arch. There were no remains of sculpture, but

the base of the mound was encumbered with fallen stones,

among which were some about three feet long, dug out so as

to form a sort of trough, the same as we had seen at Uxmal,

where they were called pilas or fountains.

Leaving this, we returned through the woods to the

mound we had first seen. This was perhaps sixty feet high,

and was a mere mass of fallen stone. Whatever it might

have been, its features were entirely lost, and but for the

structure I had just seen, and the waste of ruins in other

parts of the country, it might have seemed doubtful whether

it had ever been formed according to any plan or rules of

art. The mass of stone was so solid that no vegetation

could take root upon it; its sides were bare and bleached.

and the pieces, on being disturbed, slid down with a

metallic sound like the ringing of iron. In climbing up I

received a blow from a sliding stone, which nearly carried

me back to the bottom, for the moment completely disabled

me, and from which I did not entirely recover until some

time afterward.

From the top of this mound I saw two others of

nearly the same height, and, taking their direction with the

compass, I descended and directed my steps toward them.

The whole ground was covered with trees and a thick

undergrowth of brush and thorn-bushes. My Indian had



gone to lead the horses round to another road. I had no

machete, and though the mounds were not far distant, I was

excessively scratched and torn in getting to them. They

were all ruined, so that they barely preserved their form.

Passing between these, I saw beyond three others, forming

three angles of a patio or square; and in this patio, rising

above the thorn-bushes and briers, were huge stones,

which, on being first discovered, suddenly and

unexpectedly, actually startled me. At a distance they

reminded me of the monuments of Copan, but they were

even more extraordinary and incomprehensible. They were

uncouth in shape, and rough as they came from the quarry.

Four of them were flat; the largest was fourteen feet high,

and measured toward the top four feet in width, and one

and a half in thickness. The top was broader than the

bottom, and it stood in a leaning posture, as if its

foundation had been loosened. The others were still more

irregular in shape, and it seemed as if the people who

erected them had just looked out for the largest stones

they could lay their hands on, tall or short, thick or thin,

square or round, without regard to anything except bulk.

They had no beauty or fitness of design or proportion, and

there were no characters upon them. But in that desolation

and solitude they were strange and striking, and like

unlettered headstones in a churchyard, seemed to mark the

graves of unknown dead.

On one of the mounds, looking down upon this patio,

was a long building, with its front wall fallen, and leaving

the whole interior exposed to view. I climbed up to it, but

saw only the remains of the same narrow corridor and arch,

and on the wall were prints of the red hand. The whole

country was so overgrown that it was impossible to form

any idea of what its extent had been, but one thing was

certain, a large city had once stood here, and what its name

was no man knew.'"

From Stephen's description at least one pyramid was faced with

megalithic sized stones and its stairway also employed megalithic

stonework, but the buildings, though mostly fallen, had rooms like

those seen at Uxmal. These vague images suggest the presence of

both Early Period and Pure Florescent architecture as seen at Ake

for example.



SIHUNCH'EN

Andrews IV (1942:161) described the architectural remains as

follows:

"Minor excavations were undertaken at one further ruin

apparently occupied in pre-Puuc times. This site, 500 m

east of the Merida-Uxmal highway at Kilometer 39.5, is on

the hacienda of Sihunch'en, whose name it has been given.

Recently there were a number of standing buildings, but

these have been in large part demolished and their stone

ground up to resurface the near-by highway. Fragments of

two buildings were left, both of which seem to be in the

earliest architectural tradition. Walls are of large, coarse

blocks with no rubble fill, vaults of the familiar unprepared

flat slabs. No basal molding was used. Medial and superior

moldings were one-member and rectangular. As usual, a

lack of cut stone accompanies an elaborate stucco facade, in

this case largely fallen. One building had but a single long,

narrow room, colonnaded in front with very crudely rounded

stone columns without pedestal but with a roughly squared

capital, on which rested very crude stone lintels. The total

door height was only 122 cm. Masonry in both buildings is

much cruder than any observed elsewhere during the

present season. It may reflect relative antiquity, or merely

a lack of architectural skill at this small site."



T'HO

According to historical accounts, supplemented by scattered

archaeological data, the modern city of Merida was built over the

ancient Maya site of T'ho (Tihoo). Roys (1952:143-44) provided the

following background:

"Of the many ancient structures on the site of Merida,

Landa furnishes us with a detailed description of the

largest, where the Franciscans constructed their first

convent and which was transformed into a fortification about

a century later. Apparently it was named Pocobtok

("scrubbed flint knife"?) (Roys, 1941 p. 678). It lay just

outside the walls of the old Spanish city, and the enormous

substructure still towers above the principal market."

Landa adds:

"Since it had become a rough thicket, we cleaned it off, and

built on it, with its own stone, a fair monastary, all of

stone, and a very good church which we call The Mother of

God. There was so much stone in the apartments (or the

superstructures), that the one on the south and a part of

those on the sides remain whole. And we gave to the

Spaniards a great deal of stone for their houses, especially

for their doorways and windows, so great was the

abundance of it". (Tozzer, 1941, pp. 176-77, slightl;

emended).

This writer describes another important architectural complex in

the same neighborhood, also apparently outside the walls of the

new city:

"A good stones' throw distance from this building is another

very lofty and beautiful court, in which there are three

mounds well built of rubble work and on top of them are

their very nice chapels with the vault of the kind they

knew and were accustomed to make. Quite some distance

from this was such a large and beautiful mound, that,

although a large part of the city which was established

around it has been built from it. I do not know that it will

ever come to be entirely exhausted". (Tozzer, 1941, p. 176).

Fifteen years after Landa wrote, we are given another

picture of the pre-Spanish remains at Merida, when the Cabildo

reported in 1581:

"This city of Merida is situated on a level site, pleasant,

healthy, and well furnished with fine streets and buildings

of lime and stone. It has two plazas. And on the larger

one, on the east side is founded the cathedral; and on the

north side are the public buildings (casas reales) in which



the governors reside; on the south are the houses of Don

Francisco de Monte jo (one of which is still standing); and on

the west is a very large mound of stones. Here was

formerly an oracle, where the Indians made sacrifices; and

from this mound they are taking stone and earth to

construct the cathedral church and for the edifices and

houses of the citizens (RY, 1:54-55)."

Unfortunately, the above descriptions provide little indication of

the age or stylistic attributes of the ancient structure at T'ho but

one sketch and passage from Bishop Landa's description of a

major architectural complex (Gates, 1978:87) does provide some

clues.

"On the East, stairway, platform of more than 30 feet: then

more stairs. At the South, a long apartment divided; at the

North, another, same. At the West another range broken by

an arcade, and with a chapel, and patios in front and

behind. In the center a great patio, between the two

ranges, each made up of rooms, broken by arcades.

On the level top are buildings in the following manner: six

feet back of the stairway is a long range not reaching to

the ends, of very fine stonework, made up of cells on each

side, twelve feet long by eight wide; the doors of these

have no sign of facings or hinges for closing but are flat

and of stone elaborately worked, the whole marvelously

built, and the tops of the doorways formed of single large

stones. In the middle is a passageway like the arch of a

bridge; above the doors of the cells there projected a relief

>



of worked stone the whole length of the structure. Above

this was a line of small pillars, half inset in the wall with

the outer part rounded, and reaching to the level of the

cell roofs. Above these there was another relief extending

the whole length of the range; and then came the terrace,

finished with a very hard stucco made with the water from

the bark of a certain tree."

I would interpret Landa's description to indicate a Pure

Florescent (Terminal Classic Puuc) complex whose facade(s) carried

mosaic type sculpture and molding(s) decorated with colonnettes.

The long range of rooms described by Landa as having a

"Passageway like the arch of a bridge" suggests a vaulted

passageway (portal vault) of the kind seen at Uxmal and other

Puuc sites.



TSITS (Tzitz)

The ruins of Tsits are situated about 9 km north of the modern

town of Tzucacab, Yucatan (fig. ). While it appears to be a

good-sized site, only one building remains partly standing which

Maler (1889) called the Pequeno Palacio.

I visited the site in 1989 and my notes on this building

indicate that it had six rooms as shown in plan below. While it

could be called a Pure Florescent building, based on its general

architectural, construction, and decorative features, my notes

indicate that the stonework and remaining exterior features (base

molding, lower walls, medial molding) as well as interior details

(walls, vaulting) are more Chenes than Puuc in character. The

three-part main facade, which originally was covered with large

masks, is also a Chenes or Chenes-Puuc characteristic and

suggests that the Chenes-Puuc zone extended further to the

northeast than was earlier believed.

4
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YAXCOPOIL

Andrews IV (1942) described a building called the Aka'na as

follows:

"Several phases of construction are apparent. An original

five-room structure was built in style clearly transitional

between the early and Puuc periods. The lower walls are

faced with a poorly cut, irregular veneer, but the vault is

made of flat, almost unfaced blocks so crudely set that the

face consists largely of spalling. Moldings are complex but

still rectangular in section, varying in form as a support

for elaborate panels of deep relief in painted stucco which

cover the upper facade zone. There is no carved stone. In

two later stages, a series of rooms was built around this

unit in a very different manner. Their rubble walls bear a

thin veneer of finely cut, beautifully squared stone laid in

perfect courses. Vaults are of the characteristic "boot-

shaped" and beveled blocks, equally carefully set; and the

upper facade zone was covered with panels and masks in

carved stone mosaic. The outer corners bear on each face a

line of carved rosettes from medial to basal molding. The

doors, simple in the interior structure, become triple, with

jambs and round pillars carved in typical Puuc style. The

Aka'na will richly reward future excavation, for in the

construction of the later rooms, the stucco facade of the

older temple was carefully sealed in and remains largely

intact. Remains of the later Puuc period architecture are

distributed generously over the site, as are those of the

following era of Mexican influence."

I visited Yaxcopoil in November of 1973 and my brief notes tend to

confirm Andrews IV data on the Aka'na and other aspects of the

site. Most of the other structures are now nothing more than

rough mounds of rubble, which have been heavily mined in

modern times in order to obtain material for road building. We

noted many cut stones, and a few carved stones from the ancient

ruins, reused in modern walls around henequen fields.

There is a small museum at the old Hacienda Yaxcopoil where

a collection of stone sculptures and other artifacts from the site

can be found.



YAXUNA

The ruins of Yaxuna, which are situated about 20 km southwest of

Chichen itza, mark the extreme western end of the long causeway

running east to Coba. At Yaxuna the causeway terminates at a

small mound with no trace of a superstructure.

The buildings at Yaxuna are in an extremely ruinous

condition and architectural data is minimal, and to some extent

conflicting. Morley (1927:239) described the architecture as

follows:

"Only one standing building, and its masonry is altogether

different from that of Chichen Itza and more like the

remains at Coba -

great masses, composed of roughly

shaped, undressed stones -

or even more like the buildings

at Edzna on the other side of the peninsula, where the

dressed blocks are small in size and comparatively few in

number"

In contrast J. Eric Thompson (1932:203) says:

"The only standing structure is in typical northwest

Yucatan 'Renaissance' style, resembling the annex of the

Monjas structure at Chichen Itza, although the facade has

completely collapsed."

Carnegie Year Book #34 gives a slightly different picture:

"There is every reason to believe that two types of

construction are found at Yaxuna, one linked with the Puuc

and each representing a different time period that occured

there."

Brainerd (1952:13) provided more detailed notes on architecture at

Yaxuna:

"Approximately 150 meters northwest of the northwest

corner of the North Group, there was a ruin containing

round column drums. A single column drum was found at

the west side of the small square buildings southwest of

trench 1. On the west slope of Substructure 4 were strewn

small cylindrical stones about 35 cm. in diameter, each with

one side flattened as though they had been engaged to a

wall surface (colonnettes). Several elements of a carved

stone mosaic were found just west of the standing building,

Structure 5.

The standing building (Structure 5) at the North

Group has the distinctive veneer masonry characteristic of

the Puuc ruins, and therefore must date in period IV. The

group of small buildings to the west, containing the

sculptured jamb and column drum, must also date to the

same period on the basis of masonry style. The group to



the northwest of the North Group is Puuc in style,

identified by the column drums which characteristically

occur centered in door openings in Puuc buildings. The

small engaged columns are of a type which, although found

in the Puuc, are perhaps more characteristic of the Chenes

area. All of these architectural features are found in

slateware horizons and therefore probably date to Yaxuna

IV.

It should be emphasized that the most striking

architectural feature found at Yaxuna is Structure 8, a large

pyramid which yielded ceramic samples of Late Formative

date The Yaxuna mound is composed mainly of rough

limestone; the absence of any Late Formative pottery among

some 1,000 complete specimins obtained from Yucatan

collections suggests that rich tombs of the Late Formative

substage are not characteristic of Yucatan archaeology, and

that mound 8 was thus built solely as a building

substructure."

From all of the above, it seems fairly certain that there is some

architecture at Yaxuna resembling the early, Peten-like

architecture found at Coba as well as later buildings with Puuc-

like construction and decorative features, of the kind seen in the

Maya-Chichen buildings at Chichen Itza. The presence of the

latter structures at Yaxuna is particularly interesting, since there

are no known Puuc-like architectural remains at Coba, which must

have exerted considerable control over Yaxuna. See A. Andrews

and Robles (1986:81-82) for further discussion of this problem.
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XUENKAL. TZEBTUN, DZIBIAC, SANTA ELENA/NOCSAL, HAYDZONOT.

According to Andrews, Gallareta, and Cobos (1989:91):

"Our sample suggests that the dominant period of occupation

at most sites (their study area north of Chichen Itza) was

during Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic times. Most of

the standing architecture, diagnostic stonework and masonry

features we observed span the Late Classic through Early

Postclassic periods. Veneer stonework characteristic of

Terminal Classic Puuc and Early Postclassic Itza

architecture, was observed at a number of sites, particularly

at Xuenkal, Tzebtun, Dzibiac, Santa Elena/Nocsal, and

Haydzonot."

Andrews et al (ibid) also noted that they did not find any

buildings typical for Toltec-Chichen architecture such as

colonnaded halls or patio-galleries.



MISCELLLANEOUS SITES

CALOTMUL. From CYM/53: "Puuc-type stones in debris."

CAUCEL. From CYB/50: "Masonry of medium-sized blocks of

roughly shaped or undressed stone."

CHUMUL. The ruins of Chumul are situated about 10 km from the

center of Mayapan and the principal pyramid is clearly seen from

Mayapan. What little remains of the architecture at Chumul was

described by Pollock and Stromsvik (1952:83) as follows:

"Although all buildings are fallen, the character of the

masonry and the stone cutting, the architectural decoration,

and certain monoliths mark the ruins as of the Puuc period.

Features observed include finely cut lintels and fuU-width

jamb stones, colonnette facade elements, tapered columnar

(picote) altars, and a rectangular altar."

ICHMUL. From CYB/53: "Vault of Puuc-type construction."

SAN ANTONIO. From CYB/50: "Among debris of vaulted buildings

were well cut-and-dressed wall and vault stones and round, full

height doorway columns."

TEHUITZ and TEPICH. From CYB/50: "Both Tehuitz and Tepich

show Early period masonry.

TZEME. According to Andrews IV (1942:259-60)

"Tzeme is a very large site covering several square

kilometers. Although no standing buildings remain, two

periods of occupation are evident. At the center of the site

is a group of tall pyramids similarly arranged around

smaller plazas. Atop these mounds are vestiges of small

structures in the block-wall and slab-vault tradition,

entirely lacking carefully cut stone. In the center of the

plazas, however, and scattered outside the central area are

numerous remains of distinct rubble-and-veneer structures

with carefully squared full-width jambs, specialized vault

blocks, and a variety of sculptured facade elements. These

buldings clearly belong to either the Puuc or the Chichen

Mexican period."

UCU. From CYB/50: "Some veneer-type stones in debris and full-

width jamb stones and part of round, sculptured doorway column."



UKUM. The ruins of Ukum are situated on the grounds of the

Hacienda Ukum, which is in the vicinity of Chumayel and Teabo.

According to Pollock and Stromsvik (1952:83):

"a sculptured stone discovered in the floor of the

abandoned machine house of the hacienda appears to have

been a jamb stone. It carries a rather typical Maya figure,

erect and with a plumed headdress, facing a vertical row of

glyph blocks and standing above two horizontal rows of

glyph blocks. The 13 or 14 hieroglyphs represented have

not been deciphered. The sculpture and character of the

jamb stone suggest this to be a work of the Puuc period,

an impression strengthened by the presence of certain

architectural elements (spools) typical of that period"

The nearby ruins were no more than rough mounds of stone.
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